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THE ROYAL FAMii
Edward Gray, Queen Irene Asken Davis, Junior Queen
Darns.
Royal Family Which Will
Reign Over Cotton Makers'
Jubilee Activities, May 12-18
His Majesty — the King is
Edward Gray. He: Majesty,1
the Queen is Irene Ashew'
Ai Davis. The junior king is {
WLarry Montel Mallory, 10.
The junior queen is Deborrah
Ann Harris, 12.
The whole royal family will
be seen during the annual
pageant of the Cotton Mak-
ers' Jubilee May 12-18.
Edward Gray — a life-long
Shelby countian, is principal
of Shadowlawn Elementary
school in Arlington, Tennes-
see.
A graduate from Lane col-
lege, Jackson, Tenn., he has
further pursued his studies
at A and I State university.
He is married to the former
Bessie Westbrooks who teach-
es at the school where her
husband is principal.
He is a member of St. John
Baptist church, Vance and Or-
leans Streets where he is a
trustee, and he is a former
vice president of the Laymen
in the B. M. and E. State
Convention.
Gray is a member of the
Shelby County Teacher's asso-
ciation, chairman of the ele-
mentary Principal's Division
of Shelby County Principals;
a member of both National
Educational and American
Teachers Associations; a mem-
ber of the YMCA and the Boy
Scouts..
He is coordinator of the
Shelby County spelling con-
tests.
He has been precinct lead-
er in Brunswick, Tenn., for a
number of years. He is one
of the organizers for the Bap-
tist Crusade for Owen College.
lie has reared two boys, one
of whom is teaching at Um
E. A. Harrell high school in
Millington and one is a stu
dent at Mitchell Road School
in Shelby County.
Mrs. irene Askew Davi,
1904 Carver No. 4, charming an i
gracious is endowed with an
efference which is contagious
She attacks programs and
problems with the same zest
and meets her co-worker and
*Postmaster Shaw's Appointment
Is Vicwed With 'Mixed Feelings'
By Posial Alliance President
The president of the Nat on-
al Alliance of Postal Employ-
ees, Ashby C. Smith. told an
audience of 1,500 in Los An-
geles.. "I am ashamed that the
appointment of a superbly-
qualified Negro to a high-level
position is FO *ar- that it r --
quires or justified a big cele-
brat in" "
He had reference tgto,the re-
ont Lecli,,
Shaw as Postmaster of Los An-
gales. Shaw wac bpjno •-.1
at a recent testimonial break-
fast dMeee by tb• r os An.sot•ii
*
Branch cif the Postal Alliance.
In reference to the naming of
the first Ne.ro rostmAst— to
one of America's largest cities,
4paith "Por thie I AT
piroud and for this all America
fellow man more than half
way.
She is a popular teacher ti
,Carver High School and en- Gives First Teajoys her work as ninth grade
instructor of English.
She is married to Thurman
Davis who shares in her in-
terests and also teaches at
Shsdowlawn Elementary
school in Arlington.
Queen Irene is a product
of St. Augustine High School
and LeMoyne College. She will
divide her precious time be-
tween her duties as a teach-
er, wife and mother with that
of serving the Memphis Cot-
ton Makers' Jubilee as Queen
of the celebration.
Her two daughters have
promised to take a back seat
for the next month and look
as their beautiful mother is
acclaimed by the city and the
entire Tri-State area.
The Queen is a member of
Zeta Phi Beta sorority, Ebon-
ette Social Club, and other
asISSISSiPPI
TENNESSEE
• ARKANSAS
15c
ri Woman, 23, Stabbed 29 Times
II By Jealous Boy Friend, 26
Deborrah Ann
Merrill School
,shoeld hiti proud. But mixed
with the pride there is shame
which all America must share."
Launching deeply into the
Thameful side of America's his-
tory in the area of human re-
I a tioh and dist,d-ted vabess,r
the alliance president stated:
"The quilt of oppression. de-
nial of personality, diacrimina-.
:ion that robs millions of their
identities is likewise the guilt
ef I's all, the oppressed as well
as the oppressor. It is," he con-
Jietted. "the moral duty of the
oppressor to get his heel off the
'n^ck of 'he onoressed but 9n11-
ure of the oppressor to fulfill
his duty does not re1i-se, the
oppressed of his moral oblige-
jtion to t-ke measures to move
the bete,"
See ROYAL, Pagr 2
Appointed To
Advisory Board
' Of Employment
'ley. Alexander Gladney, ac-
in political and civic
circles here, was appeini.ed
this week to the stale Ad
viSury Council of the Em-
pkiyinent Security depart-
ment, announced Mis. C.
Frank Scott, heads tht.. de-
partment.
Function of the Council is
to advise the State Employ-
ment Security department
concerning employment prob-
lems and conditions through-
out the state. Members of the
nine-man council are selected,
three each from East, Middle
and West Tennessee. The
council is required to meet
at least twice a year.
Mrs. Scott told a '16 State
Detender reporter that "the
council has been inactive
Pm attempting to reactivat,
, it... Members served without
a salary. They obtain travel-
ing expense.
Mrs. Scott said she hope
that all appointments to the
council will have been made
before the annual meeting of
the international Association
Merrill Element ti y School i
PTA, 303 Jones St., held itsj
first annual Tea at the cafe-;
torium last Sunday. Spring
flowers adorned the walls.
Tables were decorated withi
silver and chrystal candela-
bras with burning tapers and
lace cloths. Mrs. Charlene
Yarbrought was in charge
of decorations.
The program , featured Jiss
Janis Frazier and Leroy Ran-
kin in instrumental solos;
Dexter Alexander who sang
a solo. Children fashions were
presented by Miss Josephine
Watkins, narrated by Mrs.
Florida Alexander. Miss L.
McCray and Mrs. Leoda
Gammon poured punch. Mrs.
D. S. Cunningham welcomed
guests.
Mrs. Laxine Bynum is PTA
president, Mrs. S. C. Bartholo-
mew is acting principal.
MISS JUNIOR MISS CONTESTANTS — Ten young
misses are compe,ing for the title of "Miss Junior Miss"
in a contest sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
and the winner and runner-ups will be presented during
the annual "Breakfast for Milady" on Saturday, May II,
at Currie's Club tropleana. Contestants, from left, ire
A 23-year-old woman, who ztpartment with an Isaac Thom-
changed addresses while her as.
boy friend was out of town, On Monday, Johnson told of.was shot and stabbed 29 times
, ricers, he went to the apart-
with a steak knife and died early ment to see Miss White. SheMonday morning in the Emer- refused to admit him and hegency room of John Gaston kicked the door down.nospital, 
He told police that MissThe victim was Miss Estella White attempted to fire at himREV. ALEXANDER GLADNE1 Louise White ot 245 S. Fourtit .Il times. and when the pis-._ 
_ at., Apt. 49. Charged with the tol did not fire. he wrested itmurder was Henry Jonnson, from her and shot her twiceNAACP Seeks 26, of 359 Hernando at. Police as she ran out the door.
Hearing In
Alabama
1 MONTGOMERY, Ala.
The National NAACP has
again called upon a Federal
court to take steps toward Detroit for three or four weeks. Igency rocm of John Gaston hos-
dissolution of an injunction, he returned recently to find pita I. Some 29 stab wounds
originally issued in 1956 by that she had moved into thelwere found on her body.
Personnel of Employment —
a state court, banning all -
Nashville, May 8, 9, 10. 
sNtaAtA activity within the
state. 
p
ev. Gladney, 49, is a mern- The NAACP plea is setof Shelby County Demo- forth in a memorandum, filed
ostman Slain In Ala. Was•
tic Executive Committee, April 22 in the United States CORE Picket Line Veterane president of the Shelby District Court here, in Sup-my Democratic club and port of an Association motiontiamentatian of the Bluff for a hearing on the merits
"d
 
of Evhicelbcbs, pre order.yluC"ntIsi- .clfth e seven-"ar-old °lister
Council Ci i
dent of Doug/ass Civic Club,1 The move to return to Fed-board member of the Tennes-
see Voters Council; 32 degree
Mason and a member of Lo-
cal 988 UAW AFL-CIO Un-
eral courts followed a ruling
last Feb. 28 of the Supreme
Court of Alabama affirming
the lower court injunctive de-ion. cree "without a consideration
, Born in Chickasaw County, on the merits of the case."
, near Okolona, Miss., he came The Alabama high court re-etoarMyemedpuhciastiNon wov.9a,s iv1943. His i fused to consider the case on
its merits because of allegedI there. He attend Okolona technical inadequacies in the
NAACP brief, first degree murder in the slay-
The grounds for refusal to ing.
deal with the case on its According to the national
merits are called ' trivialities" office of CORE, Moore hadin the present NAACP memo- t. i at d in a number of
Victim Dies In Hospital
Of Wounds Inflicted By
Gun Shots And Steak Knife
arested him at the scene and
at the time he was stabbing the
victim with one hand and try-
ing to shoot himself in the head
with a pistol at the same time.
She attempted to flee again,All of the bullets had been
and he shot at her three Moretired at the wornaii.
times before she fell again.According to Homicide Capt.
E. C. Swann, Johnson told offi- A police car cruising in the
cers that he had lived with neighborhood came upon John-
Miss White for three or four son as he was stabbing Miss
years and when he went to Wilde. She died in the Emer-
Bee BOARD, Page 2
Memphians Attend
Hi-Y Conference
Eight students from Mem-
phis were in Nashville April
26-28 for the Tennessee Dis-
trict Hi-Y conference on the
campus of Tennessee A&I
State university.
They were Willie Stewart,
James Roberts and Pete
Wells, Hamilton Hi-Y; James
Wainwright, William Wain-
wright, David Hollowell,
Walter Murphy and Willie
Tate of Oates Manor Hi-Y.
Adult leaders on the trip
were Donald Lewis, Oateis
Manor administrator, and Mil-
ton Thomas, executive secre-
tary of the Abe Scharff branch
of the YMCA.
randum which further charges'
lating its own precedents. 
for
rtivailtl 
cious and give more than is
ies urging equal rights Barnett urging him to "be gra-
.
the Alabama court with vio-
U. S. District Court, the
NAACP invokes a U. S. 
He was a oarticipant in sev- demanded of you" on civilIn seeking a hearing in the eral of the Freedom Rides on rights.
Su-
preme Court decree of Oct.
23, 1961, which ordered the
District Court to retain juris-
diction if the state courts
rants.
Moore engaged in individual
action as well as group action,
and the ill-fated walk to Jack-
son was not his first. He had
When she fell at the foot of
the steps, he ran down and
stabbed her numerous times
with the knife.
William L. Moore. the Bane- Before moving from Bing.
mote postman who was shot,to han,apt.p.m Maare had help-
death on Tuesday, April 24. onled organize picketing of the
a lonely road near Gadsden, local Howard Johnson desig-
Ala., while en route to see Goy.i nated by CORE for nation-wide
Ross Barnett in Jackson, Miss., picketing of the firm's restau-
was an active member of the
Congress on Racial Equality.
Mr. Moore, a white native of
Mississippi, was taking the
walk during his vacation. Floyd
Simpson, 40, who operates a walked from Baltimore to An-
grocery - service station, has napolis to deliver a civil rights
been arrested and charged with letter to Governor Taw.s and
from Baltimore to Washington
to deliver a message to Presi-
dent Kennedy.
The postman was planning to
deliver a message to Governor
continued refusal to hear the
Representing the Associa- Mrs. Motley To 'Walk' Started Bycase on its merits.tion in this action are General I
U.S. Route 40 and only last t Moore was buried late last
February he was arrested with week in Binghampton, N.Y.
a group standing-in at the '
Northwood theater, which was
subsequently desegregated
Counsel Robert L. Carter and
his assistant, Mrs. Maria L.
Marcus, both of New York
City; and NAACP Attorneys
Fred D. Gray of Montgomery
and Arthur D. Shores of Bir-
mingham. Atty. Constance B. Motley,
Legal Defense and Education
counselor for the NAACP, will
he the guest speaker when
the Memphis branch of the
NAACP observes the ninth
anniversary of the Supreme
Court Decision outlawing seg-
regation in public schools at
a mass meeting in Metropoli-
tan Baptist church on Tuesday
night, May 21.
During the same time, Mrs.
Motley, whose most outstand-
ing successes in the field of in Baltimore. Md., was found
education during the past !April 23 in a ditch beside High-
way 11 outside Attalla, Ala-
bama. He had been shot to
death through the head by
persons with a .22 caliber bul-
let.
SNCC leader Forman said
that the anti-segregation
group's Executive Committee
would meet in Norfolk, Va.
this weekend in an emergency
meeting "to iron out details
for the walk." Forman said he
had talked to Moore's widow
and that she had told him "her
husband's wish would be to
have the walk continued."
Misses Gwendolyn Harris, Lincoln Junior High; Sandra
MeGloun, Melrose; Arnett* Nelson. Woodstock; Barbara
Dancer, Gloria McCoy. Lincoln Junior High: Lora Green,
Hamilton: Ruby Hawkins, Carver; and Pearlie Mar Mee,
Mt. Pisgah. Seated In front Is Miss Charlene Taylor of
Patterson.
Speak Here On
'Decision Day'
SNCC Continues
year have been the James H.
Meredith case with the Uni-
versity of Mississippi and the
Harvey Gantt case at Clem-
son college in South Carolina,
will be honored by the branch
for achievement in the field of
civil rights.
Mrs. Motley only recently
argued against the gradual de-
segregation of recreational fa-
cilities in Memphis when the
case was brought before the
U.S. Supreme Court.
Other local and national fig-
ures who have made contri-
butions to the cause of free-
dom will also be honored.
Medicine Men Unite
SALISBURY, Southern Rho
desia — (UPI) — Southern
Rhodesian medicine men an-
nounced they had formed a
Central African Chirembas
(medicine men) Association.
They said one of the group's
basic principles will be to set
up six months appriticeships
for aspiring medici men.
William Moore
ATLANTA, Ga. — A sched-
uled "Freedom Walk" to Jack-
son,. Miss, which resulted in
the murder of a lone White
integrationist last night—"will
definitely continue despite this
brutal murder" an official of
the Student Nonviolent Coor-
dinating Committee (SNCC)
said here today.
James Forman, SNCC execu-
tive secretary, said today that
"it is our obligation to take
up the walk where William
Moore left it."
Moore, 35, a postal employe
Democratic League
To Meet Wednesday
Regular monthly meeting of
the Ninth Congressional Dem-
ocratic League is scheduled for
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, May 1
at Universal Life Insurance
Building, 480 Linden Ave. Any
Democrat Is invitii to the
meeting.
2'are 2
StorkStops
aLtyl
,..11T E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL: brouks, 3379 Sax; a girl
April S. \ I Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wil-
-
Mr. and Mrs. T. Willie Den- hams, 
1005 N. Seventh; girl,
nie, 1005 N. Seventh, Apt. 9; Amelia Lucett
e.
boy, Tony Juan.
Mr. and Mrs. James I. De-
Mr. and Mrs. J3M,S E. Ma-,bose, 1348 T
exas; boy, Alvin
lone, 3559 Horn Lake rd.; girl, 
'Earl.
Phyllis Sharron. April 22.
. April 11.
Mr. and Mrs Tommy Gates, 
Brown, 1715 r ields; girl, Al-
332 Hollowell; girl, Carmen freida•
, 'Yvette. 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton J. Gris-
April 12 ham,
 744 Crockett; girl, Teresa
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Elion, mar'
642 S. Wellington; boy, Chris- April 23.
topher. I. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ch irue L.
April 13: Husse
y, 2017 E. Person; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Foster, 
Wendell Eugene.
188 Hickory: girl. Sarah T ,Th ige. I 
Mr. and Mrs. Waddell Hamp-
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Prudy,
Iton. 335 Edith; girl, Bobriller.
381 E. Butler; boy, Michael I Mr.
 and Mrs. Leon Wright,
Anthony. :3725 
Lamar; girl, Elizabe,h.
. Mr. and Mrs. Mnrris maaver.1 
Mr. and Mrs. James Wright,
1375 Lambert; girl, Paulette 2374 
Deadrick; girl, Jacqueline
7 Olivia. Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Bell; Mr
. and Mrs. James M. Pack,
, 838 David; boy, Brady Bernard. 1385 
Humber; girl, Lori Ann.
• April 14. Mr
. and Mrs. Edward Nor-
Mr. and Mrs. Chsrle alitsson fleet, 346 
Webster; twins: girl,
1984 Frisco; boy, Kermit Ber_ 
Robbie Jean; boy, Robert Earl.
nern. 
April 24.
April 15. ' Mr.
 and Mrs. Willie Neal,
Mr. and Mra. Robert Britt 337-E Dixie 
Mall; girl, Anna
1396 Ledger rd.; boy, Robert m"'ie.
John Cleveland. , Mr. and
 Mrs. Samuel Ben-
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mer- IP". 1564 N 
Seventh; a girl.
ritt, 3,55 Gilmar; girl, Antrice Mr. and Mrs
. James Thomp-
Marcell. sari. 2140 
Stovall; bay, Timothy
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson W-bb, Gordon.
251 Decatur; girl,Denise Lor. April 25.
ain. 1 Mr. and Mrs
. Allen Williams,
April 16. 1990 
Benford; girl, Jada La-
' , Mr. and Mrs. Willie. T P. pat_ faye.
! rick, 2728 Supreme; boy, Per.; Mr
. and Mrs. N. J. McGee.
. nell Br-hell. - 948 S. F
ourth, Apt. 1; a boy. i
'April 17. 
I aer. and Mrs. Arlen Isom r
Mr. and Mrs Granville Don_ 3026 Shannon; girl, T r i n 
a
elson, 1903 Hubert; a girl. ,Yvette.
' Mr. P',1 Mrs. Alfred Wit. April 26.
hams, 190 W. Norwood; a girl.' Mr. 
and Mrs. Primro Cathy.
Aril 18 3909 Fizer; 
boy, Gregory Eu-
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Oliver, gene.
676 E. Genres, Ant. E; a cart. Mr. 
and Mrs. Willie F.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Wal- cleavers. 4o8 
N. Manassas;
ler. 1478 loaw-,aaa, girl, Tonya 
Dianne.
AT JOHN GASTON; a boy. , 
Mr, and Mrs. Ocie Martin.
140SpITAL: 695 Polk; girl, 
Tawanna Faye.
April 20. 1 Mr. 
and Mrs. Walter Hurnsd
• Mr. and Mrs. Willie pew 1420 
Hemlock; girl, Sandra'
730 Wells; girl, Gladys. Denis
e.
, Mr. P`T'i 54T-S. PicIssrri cu,or,' Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert A. Cole-
'rod, 2514 Ridgeway; girl, Linda man. 588 S. 
Orleans; girl, June
D Anita. iane. . .
: Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Dand- r. Sa
ls. WII1r F. MiWIC
;ridge. 575 Brown Mall; girl 987 Leath; boy, Ricky 
Lynn.
Tammie Renee. Mr. 
and Mrs. Willie Smith
Mr. and Mrs l'or, J .Too, 4919 Black; girl, 
Brenda
:ua, 114,4 Beale; girl, Kimberly yaette.
Pochelle. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
M.
April 21. Goodman. 972 
Florida; boy, J0.
Mr. and Mrs. Orange L. Rob- seph Marshal
l III.
ertson. 2881 Hat-. .-a-1 vals-;. Mr. and Mrs 
Ervin Norwood
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Stilts, 3569 954 S. 
Lauderdale; boy, Curtis
Cook; girl Teresa Lynn.. ,Ly-lell.
Fr dd' L ' Mr. and Mrs. 
Melvin Kim-
Earnest. 311 Oklahoma; boy.
David Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Davis.
530 E. Olive; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Johrssn.
1088 Springdale; twin girls,
Delene ard Char'ene.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Foster,
1971 Kansas: girl. Teresa Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Middle-
irons, 2158 Dublin; girl, Cindy
Mae.
Destination Moscow
DAR ES SALAAM, Tangan-
yika — (UPI) — A five-man
,delegation from Tanganyika's
governing African National
Union left for Moscow for
May Day celebrations there.
STOCKBRIDGE
Summer School
700 acres in Berkshil es. Coed. High School credits
for advanced courses or repeat work. Small classes
or private tutoring. Counselling. Beautiful campus
near Tanglewood. Supervised study. All sports.
For booklet write: Hans K. Maeder
Box 487-C, Lenox, Mass.
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
SAFE DRIVER? DESERVE LOWER RATES?
CALL ON US. DRIVERS IN TROUBLE TOO.
OK Automobile Insurance
COLUMBIAN TOWER IA 6 8917
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Mr. and Mrs. Grover How-
April 7. , lard, 2382 Saratoga; girl, Lillie
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Strick-
len, 569 Hampton pl.; boy, Mila
Blanche.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinad Story,
ton Thomas. 12367 Kimball; girl, Jo Ann.
April 8. I Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wright,
Mr. and Mn. Alfnnzia Biles,•388 Richmond; boy, Gerald
1183 College, Apt. 15; a boy. Andre.
Mr. and Mrs Eddie Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. James L. Pat-
Jr., 1227 Capitol; boy, Malcolm terson, 2524 Dexter; boy, Mau-
Benjamin.
April 10. 
ries
Mr• and Mrs. Eddie L. 
Fru. mother teaches, and his grand-
Mr. and Mrs .1TIPC T. Pnrks, l 
aier 1475 Brookins; boy, 
Ed- mother teaches at Shadow-
2481 Deadrick at.; girl, Shelia
. ward Lawrence. lawn Elementary School in
• Teresa. Mr. and Mrs. Henderson Shelby County . . . and this
Mr. and Mrs. William Jones, 
, 
school boasts of having the
hey Hill 1543 Patton; boy, Cedric71555 Ellen Lane; adult King of the celebration, Johnny pewayne.
ugene. Mr. and Mrs. LeeVorn as its principal.
Deborrah Ann Harris —
daugnter of Mr. ann Mrs.
Henry Harris, .b14 Lucy Ave.
attends Lincoln Elementary
Junior high school and is a
straight "A" student. She
came early for the closing of
the contest. her mother served
as one of the accountants for
the contest. Yet she was a
surprised and happy little girl
when the committee workers
announced her name as the
winner and named her Queen
of the 1963 celebration. Her
mother is a house-wife, and
her father is employed with
the IC Railroad company.
Second honors — Prince to the ,
king and princess to the
queen.
Prince to the king, Dwain
Rogers, Lincoln School stu-
dent — 1722 Marjorie. He isl
the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Rogers. Princess to the queen,
Aquanetta Simpson, 13 year
School, daughter of Mr. and
old student of Hyde Park F METALS
Royal
(Continued From Page 1)
civic and educational groups„
She is a member of Beaulah
Baptist church.
Larry Montell Mallory, son
of Mrs. Charlene Mallory and
the late Fynora Mallory, lives
at 1650 Rozell Cove with his
mother and grandmother. It
was his grandmother who en-
tered his name in the contest.
Despite the hard work of his
backers, Larry did not be-
lieve that he would win, and
he wasn't even present for
the close of the contest. Curi-
osity won out, however, and
he made an appearance soon
after all of the Royalty had
been named. He attends Dun-
bar r.lementary school. His
1)EFENI
IN HIGH SCHOOL 'WHO'S WHO'—Eight
outstanding seniors at Carver High school
received national recognition when they
were named to "Who's Who Among Stu-
dent Leaders In High SchooLs of America.
"Selections were made on the basis of
academic and extracurricular affairs, ell-
scholarship, cooperation and leadership in
izenship and service to the school, and
promises of future usefulness. Seated, from
left, are Betty Jean Johnson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson, 1597 Mon-
sarrat; William E. Farmer, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Farmer, 106 Ingle; and Sal-
Mrs. 0. L. Simpson of 2248
Clayton Avenue Prince . . •
Ronald Gene Tharps, 3135
Alta Road, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Tharps; Princess
Dorcas Marie Perkins, 790
David Street, 'daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Perkins;
DUKES AND DUCHESSES
Dukes: Kenneth Parker, 606
Handy Mall, son of Mrs. Ka-
tie Johnson; Marvin Massey,
1231 Effie Road, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Malvin Massey;
Charles Frederick Johnson,
543 Walker Ave., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Johnson;
and Wilfred Reed, 416 Carbon
Road son of Mrs. Eula Mae
Reed . . . Duchesses: Alber-
'deen Clayborn, 986, So. Wel-
lington, daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. L. Clayborn; Patricia
Earnest, 1553 Elliston Road,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al-
bert Earnest; Sylvia Rook,
1424 LeFlore Pl. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Rook;
and Maxine Keaton, 594 Han-
dy Mall, daughter of Mrs. Lil-
lian Morris.
ROYAL COURT MEMBERS
ARE:
Barbara Tappan, 3457 W.
Horn Lake Road, daughter of
Mrs. Katherine Tappan; Bren-
da Woods, 1385 Cooper Ave-
nue, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Woods; Sandra Dean,
606-F Handy Mall; Patricia
Butler, 3504 Yokely Road,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester Butler, Jr.; and De-
lores Fugh, 1188 Tunica, Apt.
B. daughter of Mrs. Deborrah
M. Fugh.
NEED A HOUSE-FULL OF
NEW FURNITURE?
THINK YOU HAVE A CREDIT
PROBLEM?
Call WH 8-2666
Ask for MR. LEWIS
FREEMAN
FURNITURE CO.
1940 South Lauderdale St.
Phone WH 8-2666
es ours
JO
lye June Bowman, daughter of Mrs. I. C.
Bowman of 94 S. Parkway east, and the
late Dr. J. C. Bowman; Standing, same
order, are James E. Hollins, son fo Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Hollins, 2026 Rile; Beverly J.
Parker, daughter of T-Sgt. and Mrs. Al-
bert Parker, 251 W. Waldorf; LeNora Lind-
268 Weaver; and Willie Wilkerson. son of
sey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Turner,
Mr. and Mrs. Clem Wilkerson. 1307 S.
Main. Not present for photo was Geraldine
Logan, daughter of Mrs. Mabel Logan of
1612 S. Third. (Withers Photo).
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CHEMICAL PROGRESS WEEK was ob-
served on the campus of Tennessee State
university last meek under the auspices of
the Chemistry department, and the top
two prizes went to students of Cameron
High school in Nashville. From left are
Mrs. Rubye Torrey, Chem istry Week di-
rector; Elizabeth Rose League, 16, and
Gwendolyn Marie Banks, 17, both seniors.
Miss League won top hohors with her ex-
CASEALETTE SOCIAL CLUB named its
sweeheart and queen during a dance held
recently at Curries Club Tropicana. Seen
seated, from left, are Mrs. 0.1essle Lee,
Mrs. Bernice Bean, Mrs. Roselle Griffin,
Mrs. Mabel Gardener, the queen; Mrs: Ho-
17:A. Be a
9"TWO MILK"'
,:i--,-)
7.)
1 MODIFIEDSKIM MILKFOR "FIGURE"i
Family
and make
BOTH
rousi BILL
WHOLE MILK
FOR
vicoR
The Palace
CLOTHING COMPANY
214-216 SO. MAIN ST. MEMPHIS, TENN.
Where Prices Are Right
COMPLETE FAMILY STORE
„ EASY CREDIT TERMS
san
hibit, "The Analysis and Preparation of
Common Cosmetics," while Miss Banks won
second place with her "Spectroscopical
Analysis of Metal." They received scholar-
ships of $50 and $25 respectively to apply
to their credits on entering Tennessee
State. They were honored at a banquet
and heard Meharry's Dr. Edward G. High
speak on "New Horizons Through Chem-
istry."
ris Burkes and Miss Lucille Porter. Stand-
ing, same order, are Mrs. Marjorie Brim°,
Mrs. Morine Pirtle, Mrs. 011ie Metcalf.
Marvin Gant, club sweetheart; Mrs. Annie
Mae Durham, Mrs. Bettye Hines and Mrs.
Thelma Wortham.
i
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LEARN TO DRIVE •
IF YOU HAVE ANY ••
• TROUBLE WHATSOEVER •
• IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE III
•
il Call: 
TENN, STATE
DRIVING SCHOOL I
BR. 6-4121
P & D
LIQUORS
832 Poplar at Dunlap St.
World-Wide imports
JA 5-9709
ACROSS THE STREET FROM MEtICAL CENTER 
.••
1
"A 1962 report of the Post 
Foundation Okayed •
,
Office Department indiCates i By Kennedy's Pin
that out of 3,319 of its employ-.
ees in Mississippi, only 1341 WASHINGTON, D.C.—Men:
were Negroes and only three:bers of the board of trustees of
of them were above a Grade 4 the newly organized Eleanor
($4,110) pay level. Since the Roosevelt Memorial Foundation
population of that state is al-,attended ceremonies at the
most 50 yen cent Negro, this isIWhite House. April 23. as Pr.s-
prima facie evidence of dis- ident Kennedy signed into law
crimination. a measure granting II Federal
"I am also informed that in charter to the Foundation.
the Meridian, Mississippi Post Chairman of the Fonnriaorin
Office, 1 out of 169 is a Negro is United Nations Ambassador
,Adlai E. Stevenson. The Foun-
!dation will work in the are,.
.in which Mrs. Roosevet was ac-
„live during her We. She ‘a-:
,a longtime member of the NA-
ACJunior college. He also took Philip °ard ofhilipM. IIKI'lletciRck was
corresponding courses in busi-itarned nation:0 rCarirqn to
ness law from the American lraise a fund of $25,000,000 as an
School of Chicago, as well initial goal for the Foundation.
as received training in the Other board members in-
field of religion at the Min- elude Miss Marian Anderson,
isterial Institute and College Dr. Ralph J. Bundle.
at West Point, Miss., and  •
later at the Howard School Joan Baez Concertof Religion here in Mentphis
and the Moody Bible Insti-
tute of Chicago, Ill. Expected Sell-Out
SATURDAY, MAY 4:” 1963
Diggs Attacks Postal
System In Mississippi
Congressman Charles C and he is employed at a Grad.
Diggs, Jr. (D.Mich.) has opened 3 level 33.8201. Mi. Ainzie
up a broad attack upon the ad- Moore, a former president ol
ministration of Federal pro- the Cleveland. Miss.. chapter
grams in Mississippi which dis-Iof the NAACP and a World
riminate against Negroes. On War II veteran was emnloyed
April 18, in telegrams to the in the Cleveland Post Office.
Federal Aviation Agency and "He worked there as a jani-
the Interstate Commerce Corn- tor for 23 years including time
mission, he attacked discrimi- credited for military service.
natory facilities at airports andlHe b-carne interested Civil
bus and train terminals. Re- Rights in 1955. Thereafter, he
ently, in a letter to Poatmasterlhad his duty hours reduced to
General J. Edward Day, held hours per week, although
asked for a full-scale investiga-lanother janitor with 10 years
tion of a- discriminatory em- less service and without vet-
ployment pattern in the postal eranah preference was retained
system of that State. The fol- full time. The reduction can be
lowing is the text of the letter: traced directly to his Civil
Dear Mr. Postmaster: Rights activities.
"On a recent trip to Clarks- "This prompts me to urge
dale, Miss., I encountered corn-you to conduct a full-scale in' 
plaitsof what is obviously a.vestigation of the employment
racial discriminatory employ- pattern of the entire postal
ment pattern in the local Post system of Mississippi. I would
Office. not be surprised if the results
"It is alleged that no Negroes of your investigation substan-
are employed inside the Post I hated the existene of an em
Office, except in the capacitylployment policy which is con-
of janitor. am told that there trarv to your directives.
was a policy established someI "A report of your findings
time ago which decreed that and corrective action would be
Negroes would he hired for,appeciated," he concluded.
outside work only, such as Charles C. Dies. lr.
postmen. I am further inform-I Member of Congress
ed, however, that even this. United States of
policy was ultimately discarded I America.
and that no Negro postmen' 
have been hired in that corn-. El
munity in the la3t five years. I Cleaner Roosevelt
ONLY 114 NEGROES
Board
(Continued From Page 1)
Rev. Gladney taught public' sivs Here Friday
school in Missiastippi eight "
years. He also taught at Ar- Tickets to the Joan Baez
morel, Ark., one year. He is concert in the Music Hall of
an ordained Baptist minister. the Auditorium on Friday
He is a member of St. John night, May 10, are moving at
Baptist church. He is pre- a fast pace and it appears that
sently employed at Interns- she will have a full house for
tional Harvest Company the performance.
where he has been the last The youthful guitar-playing
14 years. folk-singer, now the toast of
He and his wife, Martha the nation, is appearing in
Memphis under the auspices
of LeMoyne college.
Miss Baez is a down-to-earth
performer, usually works with-
Rosie, 18, a cosmetologist; out shoes and possesses a clear,
John L., 10, a student at bell-like voice.
Douglass; and Allicia Yette, She has been playing before
three. Three sons, Alexander, sell-out houses and most or
Jr., Henry, and Robert, live her listeners have been cca.
in Los Angeles, Cal. lege students.
are the parents of seven chil-
dren, four live at home. They
are Celia, 20, a student at
Memphis State University,
WOLFE
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
NEW BUILDING, REMODELING AND
CUSTOM MADE DEN SPECIALISTS
Kitchens Repaired
NO MONEY DOWN-
F.H.A. FINANCED
2609 Supreme 452-6657
GL 8-9152
hrio DAISY]
STARTS—SATURDAY !
MAY 4
ONE BIG WEEK!
An excursion into
chilling terror...
that takes YOU into
a twisted mind!
VulA Hammer Film Production' A Universal Release
— PLUS —
Stagecoach To Dancer's Rock
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HARRY FLEISCHMAN, the candidate for the next term.
wit in New York City, associa- REV. ALEXANDER GLAD-
ted with the Institute of Hu- NEY will recevie an appoint-
man Relations — had a good go . merit under thc present state
administration — so says theone in the sheet he sends out
calweekly. He called the bit of rier pigeon.
humor "A View From Abroad" - - —
which stated: "A cartoon in an ! E
Italian magazine depicts an Escaping Gas
African native woman telling
her two little boys about the Caused Many Toworld. On the banks of the'
Mississippi,' she says, 'there L
eave Homesstill live ferocious tribes ofwhite men."
"BAD SEED," brought to Hundreds of people were
Memphis by the Players Guild hustled out of their homes in
of Tennessee State AM unt- the Porter and William sta. area
last Saturday afternoon, after
a gas main was broken by an
unidentified truck-driver who
struck the gas main with the
bed of his truck.
The incident was immediate-
ly reported to the police and
fire departments by Lonnie
Briscoe, owner of the Krystal
Kream Diary Stand, 949 Por-
versity last Friday, was very
good. Not bad seeds catty,
but the stage play, "Bad Seed."
It was brought here to bene-
fit the local Sickle Cell drive
PETE SISSON—ain't talk-
ing yet! — However reliable
sources say he will run for
Public Works Commissioner
this fall.
SOME VOLUNTEER ter et.
WORKERS in the Abe Scharff
Membership Drive are lament-
ing the fact that they are run-
ning into a lot of persons who
are contributing $1 and as
much as a $1.50. The workers
are appreciative of the contri-
butions. Only thing, the cheap-
est membership is $5. In other
words, Volunteer Workers
want at least $5.
BOYS IN THE STATE TAX
OFFICE here are still feeling
the hot breath of tax investi-
gators on their necks.
WORD IS THAT a young
Nashville man is taking on the
mannerism of Gov. Frank
Cement now. He is being
groomed for a gubernatorial
Absolutely. RICELAND
RICE cooks perfectly
every time-each grain
fluffy, separate tender.
Try failure-proof
RICELAND RICE
... please?
Firemen and policemen rush-
ed to the scene immediately
and moved residents out of the
area and stoped traffic for
blocks around for the safety
of the area. Thousands of fam-
ilies live in the immediate vi-
cinity. However, no injuries
were reported.
Brisco said, "A lot of natural
gas was loss before it could
be brought under control."
ub To Celebrate
10th Anniversary
DEFENDER
_
AMONG RETIRED TEACHERS
Among feint d teachers honored during "Teaching Career"
Month elebration at Hamilton high school recently were:
Se.tirri. left-right: T. J. Johnson, Mrs. Lucille Rhine Woods,
Mrs. Sarah Ball, Mrs. Cecelia Coleman and Mrs. Pearl
King. Standing: Mrs. I. J. Johnson, Mrs. Estelle Campbell,
Mrs. Sadie Guy, Mrs. Jennie Tarpley, Miss Izora Haste
and Mr:.
ACLU Appeals To Supreme Court
For Life Of Man Convicted Of Rape
The Helping Hand Commu- Monday (April 29) to review
nity club has made' plans to!the conviction ot George A.
celebrate its 10th anniversary 1Gordon, "a poor, uneducated
during a program at St. Peter:Negro," on a charge of raping
Baptist Church, 1410 Pillow St., white woman in Mississippi. tire Hugo Black, in order to gram!Friday, May 3 at fl p.m. The Union argued that the prepare a petition.
The piesident, Mrs. Marie,defendant had been arrested
Jones, will deliver her annual illegally, had confessed invol-
address, . Iuntarily, been denied a swift Ward Chapel Church
Refreshments will be served
in Perry Hall after the pro-
gram.
! The affair is open to the
public. Mrs. Ruth Fisher is
secretary.
TFDL unit Formed
In Ward 21 New Yorkers' Goal: A
A pararnent unit of the Ninth
Congressional District Chapter
of the Tennessee Federation GI
Democratic Leagues was or-
ganized in Ward 21 last week.
The unit had been operating
Negro In NY Senate
BROOKLYN. N. Y. - A the next election. We intend to
see to it ourselves. This willgrant of $10,000 toward an all
out registration and voting be only the beginning."
under a temporary status. campaign has been voted by With 12,000 membera and abuilding recently completed atElected president of the unitIthe congregation of the Con' 
cost of 21,700,000.00, Concordin Ward 21 was Howard Jack- cord Baptist Church of Christ.
Church is perhaps the largest'sun. !Announcement was made bv
Protestant congregation in theOther officers elected during the pastor, Dr. Gardner Taylor.
world today.a regular meeting at the home l It is the first time a predoin-
of Mr. and Mrs. James Clark inantly Negro church congre-
of N. Montgomery St., were: igation has voted such an 
William Thomas, vice pres-amount for this phase of the Teachers Appnarident; Mrs. Rolenda Porter, see struggle for civil rights for Ne-
retary; Mrs. James Clarke, as-lgroes. One of the first targets
sistant secretary; Mrs. Freddie
Gat/in, financial secretary;
Charles Clayborn, treasurer;
Noble Gatlin, parliamentarian;
J. T. James, chaplain; R. L.
Perkin, sergeant at-arms; and
three members of the executive
committee, Jesse James, J. B.
Brooks and Mrs. Millie Buc-
hanan.
Regular meeting will be held
every second and fourth Mon-
days of the month, starting at
7:30 p.m.
Addressing the new unit
were Frank Kilpatrick, Law-
rence S. Wade and Thaddeus
COMPARE AT 49c
GOLDEN THIMBLE
COTTON PRINTS
5 Yds. For $100
Wash and wear cottons
in geometries, florals,
novelties and border
prints. Bright beginning
for your new wardrobe.
W. T. Grant Downtown
Main At Gayoso
NEW YORK—The American observed:
Civil Liberties Union appealed The petition for a writ of
to the U.S. Supreme court certiorari was prepared ,by
Melvin L. Wulf, legal director
cf the ACLU. Earlier he had
obtained a last-minute stay of
execution from Associate Jus-
Ipreliminary examination, been Observes Men's Dayirepresented inadequately a!
the trial by a court-appointed' Ward Chapel AME church,
!attorney, and had been denied ,1125 S. Parkway Bast, is set
a fair hearing because Negroes 'to celebrate annual Men's Day,
are syatematically excluded Sunday, April 28, announces
'duty in Mississippi.
from petit and grand jury ,the general chairman, Marion
!Whitney.
Gordon, who is under death The featured speech at 11 a.
, sentence for the alleged crime, m. will be delivered by Clar-
was arrested without a war- 'ence Stokes of Annesdale Bap-
!rant several hours after the
purported rape. Part of his
clothing and a knife were con-
fiscated .and introduced as Samuel 14. Herring, pastor of
evidence at his trials. Ques- St. Paul Baptist church will betioned at length by police,lauestt speaker. Music will beGordon gave two confessions furnished by the St. Paulwhich the state used in the Baptist Male Chorus. The pro-prosecution. He did not have !grams are open to the public.the services of an attorney for I 
several days. Owen Players To Give! Pointing out that only
three-fourths of one one pet Two One-Act Plays
The Owen College Players
will present a Night of One
Act Plays featuring a play by
Paul S. McCoy entitled "Un-
der the Surface" and "The
Flattering Word" by George
Kelly.
cent of the total Negro popu-
lation of Lowndes County,
I Miss., where the trial took
place, had been qualified for
jury duty and that even these
!few had never Peen called for
service, the Union's petition
tist Church. The church's male
chorus will supply the music.
At the 3 p.m. program, Rev.
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT
MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411
AND If NO ANSWER
IA 7-3311
BRING THIS COUPON TO GRUBER APPLIANCE & FURNITURE CO.
I You Will Receive One Month FREE Car Wash Or
$1500°0FREE Transportation On M.T.A., With The Purchase Of R MORE
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Big 13 Cu. Ft.
Westinghouse
BitA•• NEW: 2-DOOR
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
'2 95WithTrod*
NO MONEY DOWN
PEST PAYMENT MAY lift
raatraca, IIII-Lb. Freesur. Tula
Psrealikla CrIsprrs Saab l., Au. 'es
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Big. 1 H.P. Westinghouse
AIR CONDITIONER
• IS NM PTV
• Therrnrottat Controlled $ 1
• 4 Thrortom '.', Speeds
• 3.1'ear Guarantee
Model
8888
MMIS.IVICX
Payment. $
2 
Ter
As 1,... As St k
Featuring :
• All Trout T•alns
• Mabousay ColtIsrt
• r.o. Poll Control
.T.H.,,, nfm, ,,,...
"
• Front A bur
Medol 1.5111—Itss• Tatra
A. 
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Payment. as
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An estimated 300 teachers at-;An inter-racial, non-sectarian tended the third annual pro-Iand non - partisan eommitiee gram of Teaching Career "L" will direct the campaign under month, held at Hamilton }11.•'Ithe direction of a paid co-ordi School recently.nator.
! Teachers appearing on the
Page 1
IBTW: Class Of IS
Makes Plans To
Award Scholarship
of the drive will be the elee- n Talent OW(ion of the first Negro state
senator from Brooklyn.
Members of the 1946 claw
of Booker T. Washington Higt
school met recently at the
home of Mrs. Mary Walker o.
269 Neptune and made plan,
for the awarding of a scholar
ship to one of this year's grad-
uates.
Known as the '46 Club, the
present members have issueo
a call to other members of the
class to join the organization.
Among those preCent at the
meeting were Mr. and Mrs
Slenoid Aldridge, sr., J. Arnold,
Mrs. L. Brown, Mrs. Cora'
Gleese, president; Mrs. Eva
Tillman, secretary; Mrs. Salena
Jackson, Mrs. Norma Munn,
Mary Walker, J. B. White, A.
Wilson•, Mrs. Effie Wooten and
Mrs. Selena Wortham.
Woman NearlyIn announcing the move- talent show were Mrs. Lanetha ' Itches To Deathment, Dr. Taylor made the fol- !Branch of Carpenter School:1 " d
know of any public matter Mrs. Anna Martin of River- 'which more vitally affects the view; all singing
solos. Angfurotueres owfhNoegarreo s jianintroheedUniinte,do 
Manassas
high :whoa
Mrs. Carolyn R. Garner of
and
instrumental solo was givenStates than the ballot. The ,Nr-lby
h h h ' 'Omar Robinson of Douglass'I'. Stokes, all members of the.cities . of America can decide high school.TFDL's local chapter.
2 Teachers Cited
At Locke School
Two teachers at Alonzo
Locke school were singled out
for honors during a luncheon,
recently, sponsored by the
school's principal and faculty
of the school,
Mrs. Deanie M. Johnson and
Miss Willie Lewis, were given
special recognition for more
than 25 years of teaching serv-
ice, at the luncheon during a
"Teaching Career" month pro-
Owing statement: I o netlBennie Jenkins of Hamilton, "1 Nearly itrbed to iie.etb
creoee.sr. do:
7.....b.pp,,••e-i4' wooden write, Mr,.
P.R smsay
Ire
 
torture, 1'1'741,7n
 i itch, chiding. rash
;:rdrneuclra VIVA IZInAtVIT.Ilit'f5a7t17:ils
medicated creme kills harmful bacteri• ens
Rev. Edgar Young of Melrose ,s,,h,',;:.lisrp,unerh:4`LaiottlfILIS'An..1"ifiliregistering and voting." gave the invocation. Mrs. D.a Salt Get LANACANE at drusatstaAWAKEN GIANT
Gwendolyn Jenkins of Ham-"We are determined that the ilton, did a interpretive dance, 
 
--
•'black giant" packed in Bed- as
 well as W.B. Kelley of Lin-for-Stuyvesant will' break his
shackles at the voting places."
"Many people in the North,
white and Negro, like to point
to the wrongs of the South, for-
getting the fearful discrimina-
tions practiced in the North in
housing, employment opportu-
nities, education and in, such
services as sanitation disposal
in Negro areas.
"For instance, Atlanta has a
Negro in the Georgia State!
Senate. Brooklyn does not
have one in the New York
Senate. We will have one at
j
 
AVE. LIQUORSCENTRAL
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER BR 5.7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
/. IRO; PIRA/NI, I .1
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
coln school.
Mrs. Mauddean Seward of
Lester high school give rec-
ognition to honorees Miss
Marilyn Watkins of Keel
school, saluated the honorees.
Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars
From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS
THIRD & GAYOSO
111 6-8871
Introducing
Soft
Whiskey.
(The first hard liquor
that's not "hard.")
MINT
WOO
goisere6T •
CALVFRT
MOM
1411ISKIA .41, PROOF
63% CRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
CALVERT DIST. (1). LOUISVILLE, KY.
AAA FURNITURE AND APPLIANCE CO.
20 N. Cleveland call BR 4-6812
REFRIGERATOR
laAsti
Lots of root?)
for plenty 'of
frozen foods!
Model En-13C
•
You'll also find a slide-out chiller tray that's handy
for quick-chilling foods and beverages. Also: Full-
width vegetable crisper • Built-in butter keeper and
egg racks•Super-storage door • ilodern, huilt-in look
• 12.8 cu. ft. of refrigerated space in all!
This lovely Whirlpool Refrigerator
can be yours for only
$2.45 per week with trade.
WHY PAY MORE? NO DOWN PAYMENT
let PAYMENT JUNE 10th, 1963
••••
--•WW.N.4141Po-e.,
•:••
••-•;;;;N:winufwc:44.•,;:,:r.
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DELUXE
air conditioner
n_ oprvm- mow or, m.Mr^1•••
lirIllra10,10,1110,1110-
UV,
_....—....
Mode) 0-10082
Cools, filters, even dries the air!
-----;pooyceoosf
10111„.1aelt
0 S
, Exhausts stale air, too ... helps remove smoke and
cooking odors. Adjusts cooling to conditions ...dial
Ill for "scorchers", Lo for nights. Quiet running,
too! Includes kit for easy installation. 6,800 HTU
lit iiige 14,500 tau capacity. See them today !
Don't let this heat bother you! Enjoy
and keep cool all summer with a
Whirlpool Deluxe Air Conditioner for
the Low-Low-price of $2.25 per Week.
SOUTHERN
EDUCATORS,
INC.ed,.4 r.4 ditel wié cfn
gdence iIay. lumte
neweA comAlek teitheat cui
rdipme4.
43 12. eivieleued
Nesola, ?egg.
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sveletreor
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SATU
HOMAS PAIGE
"Pilate therefore said unto
Him, 'Art Thou a king
then?' Jesus answered.
'Thou sayest that I am a
king!' To this end was I
born, and for this cause
came I into the world that
I should bear witness unto
the truth. Every one that
is of the truth heareth mr
voice. Pilate saith unto
Him, 'What is truth?"
--John 18:37-38
EYES OF SINNERS
A few days ago I was rid-
ing along with a minister. Our
conversation centered around
the Bible, the church, and peo-
ple. He made observations of
any number of things cur-
rently disturbing him.
As he talked I thought of
the many things going on in
this world today and we con-
cluded that the basic diffi-
culty of our world is that
many people are seeing things
through the eyes of sinners.
Whenever ones sees anything
through the eyes of a sinner
the real depth, breadth, or
beauty of the thing is never
brought out.
If you were to engage in a
conversation with ten people
at any given time all of them
would end up over a period
of five minutes talking about
how dull life is. Life is so
dull until they have lost all
sense of their mission here on
earth.
NO COMPROMISE
While we are enjoying the
best that life has to offer we
sit around grumbling about
our station in life. We never
allow our minds to get to the
place where we can appreciate
the countless blessings God
gives us daily. In the text
of this message we find Jesus,
in the throngs of His ene-1
mies. jn the thinking of many'
of us this would have been
an opportune time to corn-;
promise.
But Jesus — conscious of
His mission — refused to clod
Scnool of
Charm & Modeling
Ladies, take a good look in
your mirror. Are you satisfied?
Hove a weight problem,
Posture out of line?
Does your hairdo suit YOU?
Does your mirror show the much
needed self.confidence?
If not, let us help you acquire
the secrets of Charm and self-
CALL TODAY FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Miss Bernice Lansky
147 Beale St. — JA 7-4618
Lilac Room at
Vogue Beauty Supply Co.
COURSE INCLUDES:
• VOICE • ETIQUETTE
• WARDROBE STYLING
•MAKE-UP •GOOD GROOMING
• HAIRSTYLING
• FIGURE CONTROL
• SELF-CONFIDENCE
'less than the best. He would
not deny His mission here on
earth or kiss position on that
mission. Jesus reminded . his
sinful friend that He had
come to impart truth to the
world. He implied that noth-
ing would allow Him to fall
'short of this mission.
In a like manner today peo-
ple -through distorted state-
ments try to impart truth
that will advance their selfish
ends. This has never been
truth — this will never be
truth. Truth in its final analy-
sis is that one force that will
enable every man and every
woman to grow in stature in
the sight of God and man.
That man or woman who ha:,
resorted to all of the tricks
of mind and body to advance'
his point never gets very far.
Only those of us who see truth
in the same perspective that
Jesus saw it will ever be
able to make .contributions to
our day and time. Some where
down the line truth must be-
come such an integral part of
each of us that we will not
depart from it.
Years ago people believed
sincerely that a man's word
was his bond. Honesty and
truth were the foremost
things in deeds and actions.
But today things have chang-
ed drastically. Cheating on
the jobs, cheating in the
homes, lying and deceit are
the order of the day. Every-
one is trying to get as much
as he can for as little as he
can expend. No one thinks
in terms of doing a day's work
for a day's pay and those who
do are branded fools. The
tragic- thing about the whole
thing is wrapped up in the
pattern that many who those
behave also lay claim to being
Christians. .
Pilate so wrapped up fl i
his intellect thought at this
time he had Jesus on the de-
fense and he blurted to Jesus.
But Jesus implied to him that
truth is that one force on
this earth that elevates man.
It is through truth that men'
mature.
It is through truth that
men establish a kinship with
all that is worthwhile and
eventually with God. Not only
is this a message to sinner
Pilate but it is a message to
all other sinners today who
hold truth so lightly. The
world today stands. in need of
men who have come to grips
with that truth which has:
worked advantageously to
men of all ages. The real
challenge today rests in the
fact that each. of us will be-
come honest with ourselves.
and God and fulfill our mis-
sions.
WARD CHAPEL ROYALTY — The annual
King and Queen Contest at Ward Chapel
AME church was climaxed recently with
the crowning of the young king and queen
on Easter Sunday. The new king is six-
year-old Reuven Bernard Harris, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Harris of 2157
Rayner, while the new queen is Patricia
Recital To Be At
Bethlehem Church
Recital 18 1
The 35th Ward Civic club
will sponsor Mrs. Wydis Mitch-
ell and her students of music in
a recital at Bethlehem Baptist
church, 273 Ingle ave., Sunday,
May 5, from 4 to 5 p.m. The
public is invited.
T. R. McLemore,
president
Mrs. Addle Wright,
chairman
Shannon PTA Gives
rnmmunill Musical
Bostonians Here PrinciPal
Visiting Friends
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Shannon PTA Gives-18 point
Shannon Elementary School
PTA presented a Cornmunity
Musical Monday evening at
the school. Talent from Hyde
Park and St. Augustine schools
was presented. Appearing on
the program were Yvonne and
Belinda Blackmon, Jessie
Fraysier, Joan E. Johnson, Pa-
tricia McCain, Toni Johnson,
Edith Hill and Otheria Rober-
son.
A drill was given by a group
of small girls under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Alma Evans.
The next PTA meeting is
scheduled for May 20. Mrs.
!Louise Roberson is PTA presi-
dent. Sam N. Helm is the
Rev. Nathan H. Lewis and i
his wife Evangelist Angel
Jones Lewis are here celebrat-
ing 17 months of married life.
"Angel" hails from Boston,
Mass., however, she is an
Evangelist for the Church of
God In Christ in the 50 states,
representing 4,100 church.
This COUPON WORTH goo
Toward Purchos• of WIGS
IMPORTS
From BELGIUM, Only $850 0
FRANCE & JAPAN
$350° BLENDSStyled & Ready to Wear14 S•lectiv• Shodsts
TERMS ARRANGED
CALL MRS JOHNSON
Va9ae BEAUTY SALON
633 West 63rd HU 7-9118
LOW RATE
AUTO LIABILITY COLLISION & FIRE INS.
Small Down Payment-6 Months To Pay
If you have a problem including your:
Driving License-Cancellations—SR-22 or Releases
CALL ADKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
635 Mississippi Blvd.
Ph. 526-2381 Mos. 274-9837
4SSAVE 8t*
TOMO.
milimmouinsiessisi
ii
1!!! . !!!!!!!
*under price el
home delivered
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons Of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
r CART HOME SAVINGS!
Thumping Theft
SALT LAKE CITY — (UPI)
—When thieves set to work NEEDin Salt Lake City recently they
did it on a big scale.
Beauregard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Beauregard of 1290 Dunnavant.
The contest is sponsored by the Sunday
School of which H. W. A9rmstrong is su-
perintendent. Seen with the king and
queen is Rev. R. L. McRae, pastor of the
church.
Two Reassigned
After Doing
Basic In Texas
PAUL POSTON
LACKLAND AFB, Tex. —
Two Memphis, Tenn., men have
been selected for training in
United States Air Force job
specialties following their com-
pletion of basic military train-
ing here.
Airman Basic Paul M. Pos-
ton will attend the technical
training course for air police-
men at Lackland. He is a grad-
uate of Booker T. Washington
High School. His relatives in
Memphis are Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Poston of 799 David
St.
Airman Third Class George
Watkins jr., son of Mrs. Arlie
M. Watkins of 1517 Ellington
Ft., will be assigned to Elgin
AB, Fla., for training and duty
as an administrative specialist.
He is a graduate of Douglass
high school.
CHOIR &PULPIT
itp GOWNS
All Colors end Color
Combinations
Badge. for Ushers end
• ' Organizations
CHURCH FURNITURE DEPT.
Pulpits, Ptes,(ornin.Tobles
lowest Prices Avoiloble
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
Washington 2, S.C. All a nsa 3, Se orgia
SHOPATAOME
ek, VIT111.1'01111 .•
, DISTRIBUTOR
• SAYS TIME • SAVE MONEY
• SAYS IPPON!
Thss"Home Purchase and Delivery" Plan has
been serving housewives all over the U. S for
MOM than three generations. The SAYM A N
SHOPPING CENTER featu rem over 175 home
products, including famous Dujean Idinolated
Soap. Toll•tfItS. Home Medicines. Food Prod-
ucts, Household Worksavers end lovely Lu
Rey r,o•mtwurs.
SHIALITT PRODUCTS st LOW PRICES Coll:
MR. R. G. HUNTER
2180 Bellevue WH 6-1532
CASH!
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There Is a reason why peopl•
like to do business with us. You,
toe, will lik• our court•ou• treat.
men, and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1700
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned - Hoin• Op•rotisd
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
''We Ilk• to soy yes to your
loon request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 1-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
H s
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Mstophis, T nnnnn see
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"
STUDENT NEA STATE OFFICERS —
Three LeMoyne College students have been
elected officers of the state's Student NEA
(National Educational Association). Left
to right: Carrie Jackson, chaplain; Robert
White, president, and Queen Turnipseed,
secretary. All are juniors. The two young
ladies are elementary education majors
and Mr. White's a social science major.
Countess Johnson, a senior at LeMoyne, is
the outgoing state president.
Choralettes Give
Musical Program
The Spiritual Choralette
Singers have made plans to
and presented a musical pro-
gram last Sunday, at New
Bethel Baptist Church, 2215
Stovall St. for the benefit
of dependent children, an-
nounced Mrs. Frances May-
weather, business manager of
the singing group.
'HARREL C. MOORE
REALTY CO.
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
SALES LOANS
72491/2 THOMAS STREET Par.ovn• 557.34$0
MEMPHIS TENN ESSFE 525 
Would you consider having your house painted or
repairs made or remodeled without paying anything
down? If so please contact the HARREL C. MOORE
REALTY CO. at 12491/2
 
Thomas. Telephone No. 525-3486
LET BIG STAR
REDEEM
YOUR
COUPONS
TODAY!
Redeem each & every coupon worth 100
Free Quality Stamps each. 2 Full Books of
Quality Stamps when you have redeemed
every coupon. Coupons series #4 Good
Ihru May 4th,
You'll enjoy shopping Big
Star where you are always a-
mong friends. . . Friendly
personnel, friends and neigh-
bors shopping make Big Star
your Food Store!
5,000 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
Get your Free Bumper
Number Sticker Today!
Each Big Star Store is giving away 5,000
Free Quality Stamps weekly. If the lucky
winning number is on your car claim your
prize by Sat. check Big Star for complete
details!
You'll be pleased with Big
Star's everyday low, low
prices and Quality Stamps too!
Shop Big Star Where Prices
are Right and Clerks Polite..
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'The Orchettes' To Present Jimmy Smith In Concert, May 5
Page
•
PLAYING THE HAMMOND ORGAN LIKE JIMMY are.
left-rignt, Mrs. Jusnita Greene and Mrs. Ernestine Adams.
.x1,1. OF 'ME ORCHETTES
IMMY •
SMITH
ORGAN TRIO
"
are looking with anticipation to their concert.
'LOOKING AT THE HALL where the, organist will appear
are: Left-right, Mrs. Ernestine Adams and Miss Sylvia
Grady.
*Concert To Bo Heil At Curries
•
The Orchettes met at Cur- be one of Memphis' most out-
Tie's Club Tropicana last week standing attractions -of the sea.:
and made final plans to pre- son. This will be "The Increds,
sent Organ.st Jmmie iblc" Jimmy Smith's first pub-
'and his orchestra in a Jazz lic appearance in Memphis.!
Concert I and II, S.indO, May This concert will be the first,
5 at Curries Club Tropicana. in a series of outstanding Cr-
The ' concert is predicted to lists to be presented by the
Orchettes, cad an official of
the all-woman club.
Tickets for Concert I may be
purchased from "The Orch-
cites." Tickets for Concert II
may be obtained from club
members, Curries' Club Trop-
icana, Goldsmith's Central tick-
et office, Paul's Tailoring, Dom-
ino Sundry and Gert's Barber
Shop.
drc=r,
1101•41.1111
Jimsl.,
SMITHORGAN TRIO
Liew
Admiring Poster of Jimmy Smith are, left-right, Mrs. Flo-
rence Bonner, president, and Mrs. Juanita Reddlek
Greene, vice president.
11". e
Organist Jimmy Sm]th To Appear In Memphis
SOUTH'S FIRST Negro woman disk-jockey, Miss Willis
Monroe, accepts a check for $100 from Radio Station .
WDIA. Making the presentation is Mrs. Martha Jean
Steinberg WDIA personality who took over %Villia's slot
three years ago after she resigned from her position be-
cause of ill health. All day Saturday was "Willis Monroe
Day" on the station. She was introduced as the south's
first Negro woman broadcaster when she started with
the station on August 1, 1949. (Photo by Mark Stansbury)
BTW Ballet Set For Thurs.
The 35th successive, annual let" is set for Thursday, May
,presentation of the Booker T. 2.
! "Flight 120" is the title ofWashington High School 
"bat- the 1963 edition of the Wash-
ington "ballet." It will be pre-
sented in the South Hall of El-
lis Auditorium at 8 p. m.
As usual, the city's oldest
pmateur oroduelion. featurIng
;the talents of Washington stu-
dents. is undn direction of a
committee of teachers. The
show will emohasize the danc-
of various countries of the
world as a honeymooning con-
- pie makes a jet trip aroundif the world, cov•rine the enter-
tainment spots of the coun-,
I{ 1 tries in which their "Flight 1
120" jet plane sets down. 1
Most . of Ifie 15 varieties of
dances to be presented in the
show sr creations of the Mu-,
dents themselves. Faculty spon- I
sore inclueie hist 0. Williams
and Mrs. Norman Griffin as co- 1
^h,i”men, Mrs. C^therin,.
Johnson, Joseph Carr, Fred
Jordan Pay 'T'homas wittiam
Boon, James King, Mrs. Juan-
ita Brinklee. M'-c. Catherine
Simmons, Mrs. Arvene Gunn,
nrioter Martin. lvin Pen,fer
Mrs. Lillie Williamson, Mrs.
A ',cies each Mrs. Tholnia
Cooper, Miss Burrows, Mrs.
Thelma Hards.
Mrs. Lula' Pope, Mrs. Myrtle
VP' 4fnd Hoso, 1"--,nder,
1 More than 100 Washington
A SCENE FROM THE ''PURLIE VICTORIOUS"
A scene front Ilic "Curlie Victorious," played by the inter-
racial cast of Stillman College's Thespians, which is
scheduled to be presented here Saturday, May 4 at Bruce
Hall on Li-Moyne College campus at 8 p.m. The Thespians
from Tuscaloosa, Ala.. are being brought here by the col
loge's local Alumni chapter, headed by Rowan Miller.
"Purlie Victorious" is a farce
-fantasy play written by
Oasis Davis. For information concerning tickets call
2'76-0281 before 3 a.m. or call 276-7751 after 4 p.m.
IMMY
LISTENING TO HIS RECORDING are — left-right, Mrs.
Gene Rumpus and Miss Virginia Chappell.
"U
'
ira:="0
J.  q
IMMY
SMITH
G
being made by. left-right, Mrs. Mae 
Smith/U.4 TRIO
I IN.1,1. PLANS WITH cLUB OWNER are and Mrs. Johnny (urns. and s. Flo-
rence Bonner.
Seeks Additional Public Fall-Out Shelter
A new survey is scheduled
to begin soon in the Memphis-
Shelby County area to locate
additional public fallout shel-
ter space, Colonel Willis G.
Robbins, deputy director an-
nounced today.
This inventory of space will
, be a follow-up to last year's
,survey by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Memphis
{District, which, with local Civ-
il Defense cooperation located
,space for 279,796 persons in
{ the Memphis-Shelby County
area.
As a result of the initial
survey, 208 buildings have
been marked and 176 licensed
at the present time for shelter
1'of 134,000 people. Licensing of i
Baby Contest
1 Highlights Tea
At Hamilton Hi
Hamilton High school Par-
ent - Teacher association will
present a Tea in the school
gymnasium on Sunday, May
5, from 4 to 6 p.m., and it will
be climaxed with a Babr‘on-
test.
Three prizes will be present-
ed to winning babies. First
prize will be a $100 Savings
Bond. second prize will be one
for $50, and third prize will be
a 525 Savings Bond.
Homerooms from Grades 7
through 12 are competing with
each other in the sponsorship
of a winning baby.
Student talent will be pre-
sented during the program un-
der the direction of Mrs. John-
nie Winston and the music de-
partment. Clothing made by
students of the home econom-
ics will be modeled.
General chairman for the
Tea is Mrs. Helen N. Water-
{ students are in the cast. ford, and Mrs. Massey Ware
Tea At nourlass
Douglass High School is an
set for its annual Tea which
is scheduled for Sundav May
5 from 4 to fi p.m. in the
school's cafeteria. The tea is
entitled "A United Nations
Tea." Teachers will be dress-
ed to depict various nations.
is co-chairman.
Frank A. Williams is baby
contest chairman: Mrs. Johnnie
Winston, souvenir book chair-
man; Mrs. Essie Shaw, finance
chairman; Victor Williams, dec-
orations chairman; Mrs. Pearl
Spann in charge of refresh-
ments: Mrs. Emogene Wilson.
publicity chairman, and Harry
T. Cash, principal of the school.
buildings is continuing and it
is felt that recent Civil De-
fense legislation passed by the
1963 General Assembly and
signed by Gov. Clement will
accelerate signing of licenses.
House Bill No. 120 grants im-
munity from liability to prop-
erty owners as follows;
"Any person owning or con-
trolling real estate or other
premises, who voluntarily and
without compensation grants
a license or privilege or other-
wise permits the designation
or use of the whole or any
part or parts of such real es-
state or premises for any ci-
vilian defense purposes, to
gether with such person's sue-
cesscrs in interest, ' if any,
shall not be liable* for the
death or injury to persons, or
;for damage to the property of
persons, who shall be upon
'such real estate or other prem-
ises for any such civilian de-
fense purpose unless such in-
;Jury, death, or damage is MIS' •
ed by willful misconduct."
RETURNING HOME from oversea are
Sgt. and Mrs. Ralph E. Torrence and their
four children. The Torrences are expected
to arrive in Memphis May 7 after spending
four years in Japan. Sgt. Torrence has
been a teletype specialist with the U. S.
Air Force. Above are Sgt. and Mrs. Tor-
rence and their children — Ralph E., 11,
Cheriyn, 5, Rodney, 4. and Kiniberlyn, and
Joy, 1, born in Japan. Mrs. Torrence is the
former Miss Joyce Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Julius, 2116 Eldridge. She
is a graduate of Douglass high school. Sgt.
Torrence is the son of Mrs. Catherine Tor-
rence, Ism Brown Ave. He is a former
student of Douglass and LeMoyne college.
After a two-week visit here. Stg. Torrence
will be stationed at Westover Ant Mass.
welcoming home, celebration has been
Planned by the parents and relatives of
the Torrenees.
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The Goldwater Rush
Sen. Barry Goldwater may act coy
and may appear elusive about his
presidential aspirations, but he can-
not be laughed off as a serious possi-
bility as is being done in some quar-
ters unfriendly to him.
It would be a sounder strategy to
take the Arizona legislator as a real
threat and go after him now before
it is too late. His brand of demagog-
uery has a special appeal to ultra
conservative Republicans who may
well stampede the GOP nominating
convention in his favor.
What should be emphasized at this
point is not Mr. Goldwater's politi-
cal identity, which is pretty well es-
tablished, but the social philosophy
of the political wing of the party
with which he is seemingly irrevo-
cably identified.
He is not a mere disciple in sack
cloth, he is the exponent and pro-
phet of a new evangelism in politics
which is akin to the Dixiecrat's
flaming doctrine of racialism. This
faith embraces also the dangerous
tenets of the notorious John Birch
Society.
If Goldwater is to be stopped be-
fore he reaches the river bank, the
movement to impede his march must
be begun now. The latest "Gold-
water for President drive," launched
in Washington by a group of highly
conservative Republicans headed by
a Republican state chairman for
Texas, is no child play.
Texas is one of a half-dozen key
states, both in delegate strength to
the Republican national convention
and in electorial voting strength in
the presidential election. This gives
substance to the assumption that
Goldwater can go to the next sum-
mer's convention as a real power
even before the delegates are gavel-
led to order.
At an absolute minimum, he can
command the delegate votes of at
least 13 states—the 11 in the South
headed by Texas, plus two or more
Southwestern states. Even this esti-
mate may be far too low.
All this raises the strong and omi-
nous prospect that—barring a con-
vention steam-roller in favor of Gov.
Rockefeller — Goldwater may come
away from the pow-wow with all the
eggs in Ls hands. He is at present
the dlrling of a large and cohesive
conservative segment of the Repub-
lican Party.
What must be borne in mind, very
clearly, is that Goldwater Republi-
canism, or what passes under that
name, is openly against racial mi-
nority rights, against the broad spec-
trum of the civil rights issue in all
its related facets, against enforce-
ment of Federal laws where Negroes
are involved.
He has been outspoken in his de-
fense of Gov. Barnett of Mississippi
in the James Meredith case in which
the rebellious Governor defied three
successive Federal court injunctions.
In his latest bid for a spot in the
national klieg lights, Senator Gold-
water has advised the GOP leader-
ship to refrain from wooing the Ne-
gro vote, while at the same time he
is opening doors in high Republican
precincts for the Negro-hating John
Birch Society.
Arizona Senator's unforgiven cyni-
cism that black Africa was given its
freedom too soon. He is particularly
angry with the Congo, because Pre-
mier Adoula is supporting a move-
ment to drive the Portuguese out of
Angola.
Should this man ever become
President of these United States, we
would have to S2.7 goodbye to civil
rights, to the drive to speed up school
integration on a more substantive
level and to the plea for equalization
of opportunity within the context of
the democratic promises.
NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
"Shock" has been expressed over
the untimely death of William Moore,
the 35-year-old Baltimore postal em-
ploye, who was found dead in a
ditch beside Highway 11, outside of
Attalla, Ala., April 23. Reportedly,
Moore, was engaged in a "Freedom
Walk" from Chattanooga. Tenn., to
Jackson, Miss. by way of Alabama,
when his life was snuffed out by a
.22 caliber bullet, sent through his
head by some person. A grocer is be-
ing investigated for his murder.
I am not "shocked" over the news
that Moore, obviously, was murdered
in Alabama, because constitutional
law has never prevailed in Alabama.
Murder is only one — and, not doubt,
the easiest, over actions of persons
given to lawlessness.
However, I feel compassion for the
dead man's wife and children I hope
that she will not be given to hating
— hating the person or persons who
robbed her of her husband and her
children of their father. Hate is a
disease more devastating than a nu-
clear war. Hate robs the heart, soul
and mind of humanism. It turns men
into beast.
PATRON OF RACISM
The governor of Alabama should
be held accountable for William
Moore's death. Because, as the ex-
ecutive head of the state, he has
failed to give leadership in esta olish-
ing law and order according to the
context of the U.S. Constitution. By
his failure the governor has become
a breeder of crime, an advocate of
strife and a patron of racism.
One would not have to possess any
great intelligence nor have any depth
of knowledge about the inter-work-
ings of the State of Alabama to know
that an innocent person would die in
Alabama because the duty of main-
taining law and order in the state —
from the governor down to patrol-
man — is entrusted to men who are
advocates of upheavals — men who
see the complexion of citizens rather
than adhere to the letter of ConA-
tutional law.
This same analogy is applicable to
the state of Mississippi, Louisiana,
Virginia and other southern states.
With such a backdrop, I am beyond
being "shocked" at the report of
death and lawlessness in southern
states. Has it not been the rule for
more than a century? Nevertheless, I
regret sorely that America has not
advanced to the point of living up to
the principals inherent to democracy.
Moore has been called by some,
an "integrationist." I tend to disagree
with the expressed opinion that
Moore was an "integrationist."
Rather, I am of the opinion — based
upon reports I received about Moore's
rdission to Alabama — that he was
doing some soul-searching, attempt-
ing to be humanistic about the race
issue in America. He indicated that
he believed in the freedom of as-
sembly. He indicated that he believed
that all citizens should be privileged
to exercise Constitutional rights.
Prior to starting his walk to Jack-
son, Miss., he stated in a message to
President Kennedy: "I am not mak-
ing this wait to demonstrate either
federal rights or state rights, but in-
dividual rights. I am doing it, among
other things, I feel, for the south, and
hopefully, to illustrate that the most
basic of freedoms of peaceful.protest
is not altogether extinguished down
there" (South).
HIS RELIGION
Moore was not a stranger to the
south. He was a native of Mississip-
pi. He was no stranger on the battle
field for human rights. He had "walk-
ed" along Route 40 on Feb. 18, to help
establish "individual rights." He had
helped CORE to establish "individual
rights" in Howard Johnson restau-
rants.
Moore's death proved beyond a
doubt — that a citizen of a country
must always protect the full rights
of other citizens or he will lose his
full rights. Moore's right to life, limb
and happiness were snatched away
from him while he was "walking"
for the right of others to enjoy their
full rights. This is the debt that hate
demanded and obtained from Moore.
Hard is the work. Long is the fur-
row. Cruel is the task-master. Hate
is his religion. Status quo is lis god.
Nevertheless, his religion will blight
him. And his god will destroy him.
Moore did not walk in vain. He
was not walking alone — There Are
Others.
The Wheels Of Justice
JACKIE ROBINSON
Class, Not Skin Prejudice
Prevails In Venezuela
THE SHERATON HOTEL Chain was
kind enough to invite Mrs. Robinson and
me to be their guests in Venezuela for a
week. The hotel corporation flew into
Caracas newspaper people from all over
the world and such Hollywood personali-
ties as June Lockhart, Brian Keith and
Andy Williams.
We were lodged in the unbelievably
beautiful Sheraton, 45 driving miles from
Caracas.
This new Sheraton establishment was
completed by Venezuelans early this year
at a cost of about forty-five million dollars
plus. It has 400 rooms and suites and ranks
as Venezuela's largest hotel. Located at
Macuto, the new Sheraton is fifteen min-
utes from the Maiquetia International Air-
port and the seaport of La Guaira.
You can imagine the beauty of this
modern travellers palace. A picturesque
1500-foot beach stretches before your eyes.
There are three swimming pools; one for
children. There is a private yacht basin.
deep sea fishing and a neighboring Golf
and Yacht Club available to- Sheraton
guests.
Marble Lobby
THE MARBLE LOBBY is a sight to
delight the eyes. From the balcony of our
quarters we could see the dancing sea
waves on the one side and the majestic
mountains rising oil the other. Air-condi-
tioned, the 10-story hotel has two main
buildings. A patio garden connects them.
There are two smaller buildings with
triplex Hawaiian "lanai" rooms. Several
dozen furnished cabanas spot the area just
off the beach.
During our week's visit, we were thril-
led to attend the inauguration with Presi-
dent Betancourt. The President graciously
made his way to our table to shake hands
with us and welcome us to the country.
We've heard so much about heavily-
guarded Latin American leaders and how
they must take so many precautions to
protect themselves.
ALFRED DUCKETT
It was pleasant to see the President
moving informally among the people,
shaking hands, signing autographs and
swimming in the ocean. I'm sure there
were bodyguards around, but they weren't
obvious. At a press conference with the
President, we talked about everything
from baseball to President Kennedy.
Skin Prejudice Lacking
I WA 8 HAPPY to see that, even
though there are class prejudices in Vene-
zuela, there doesn't seem to be much
prejudice based on skin color.
I was told in many quarters that the
from sending his children to the school of
texture of a man's skin does not stop him
his choice, holding the job for which he is
qualified and living wherever his purse
will allow him to live.
It was heart-warming to notice the
reception Rae was given. Everyone was
telling me how wonderful she is and what
a tremendous asset she is to me. Of course,
I couldn't agree more, but I couldn't help
feeling a glow at the way she won the
hearts of so many people.
I was a bit embarrassed but, frankly,
quite proud when Governor Mora of Me-
rida, hosting an official dinner in his part
of the country singled me out as a "sym-
bol" of what can happen in America when
people are given an opportunity to climb
over color and economic barriers.
I think Americans should be awfully
• proud of a young Peace Corps representa-
tive, Miss Sally Smith, interpreter for Gov-
ernor Mora.
Obviously, this young lady is a tre-
mendous good will ambassador. She is
loved by everyone.
Visiting in Venezuela gave me some
sober thoughts about the history of the
relationship between us and these South-
ern Americans.
I feel we should take a long look at
how we have handled these proud, sensi-
tive people who should be sharing a more
full partnership with us in directing the
destinies of our hemisphere.
by NAT D.  WILLIAMS
WELFARE MENTALITY
For a person to be "on welfare". ..a
the situation is commonay termed . .
means more than being fed enough ti
keep body and sould barely together. It
does something to a man's mind and
morale. It changes a person's personality.
It eats away at one's innards. It cuts in
on a man's pride, and does something tc
one's self-respect. Being "on welfare'
makes a man's children seem different.
Welfare families can't get too close to.
gether. Only a common condition of de
pendence makes them one. Welfare hus-
bands are different. Welfare wives are
something else.
And the intent here is not to critici?f•
welfare recipients. Everybody realizes th,
in the vast majority of instances, recipients
of welfare assistance would rather be self-
supporting, or that they are in their situa-
tion because of circumstances beyond theit
control.
But the concern here is to describe some
of the very apparent effects that being on
welfare have on a person's whole make
up.
The "welfare mentality" is something
that grows out of being on the receiving
end of welfare checks too long. Soma
families have lived largely on welfare
checks for almost three generations. They
have typical "welfare mentalities." Take
a look.
One aspect of the welfare mentality
best described as an. attitude.
This is the attitude that assumes that
the welfare recipient should get some-
thing for nothing . . . that the world owet
him or her something. This attitude leaves
the recipient unappreciative of the aid he
is being given. It sets him on the road to
• expecting things to be given to him, with-
out any feeling of thanks or obligation to
the giver . . . whether from a person or
from the community. It is the attitude of
the porfessional beggar . . . who figures
what he gets from his beggar's position is
what he should have . . . something for
nothing more than the posture of a beggar.
His position causes him no shame, nor
concern. His is a way of life to which he
is accustomed and adapted.
The "welfare mentality" saps a man's
or a woman's desire to improve his con-
dition. Long placement on the welfare
rolls leaves such an individual without
the will or desire to seek something better.
Too man.y welfare recipients reach the
point where they don't want to work. They
lose a sense of responsibility for them-
selves. They stop trying to help them-
selves or anybody else. Children wit.
"welfare mentalities" won't try to lea
in school. They aren't concerned abo t
low grades. Their "welfare mentalit '
tells them that they're going to be looker-
after anyway. So, why struggle for high
grades, or for any other kind of distinction.
Hope and a spiration are unknown social
traits in their family background.
The "welfare mentality" has a deer;
lying backlog of resentment against so-
ciety in general. Thus, it leaves its vic-
tims with a trait commonly described as
being "evil." Too many welfare recipients
have a barely concealed sullenness that
can easily be stirred to fiery violence with
just a little prodding. Their's is an attitude
of resigned desperation, best described by
the words, "I ain't got nothin' to lose
That's the mentality that breeds mobs. ,
that furnish fertile ground for the seeds
of race hatred, communistic doctrines,
crazy religious cults, crimes of all kinds
.anything that symbolizes a blind h
back at a society that has denied the!.
self-respect.
The "welfare mentality" too long en-
dured makes a person lose the ability to
display initiative and a will to win, at
anything. Too long accustomed to being
defeated, or in the position of the defeated,
the person with the welfare mentality
loses his or her will power. They have
found that a display of will or indepen-
dence, or self-respect is liable to get their
welfare check cut off by the bureaucrats
who hand them out. So the welfare men-
tality becomes inversely destructive. It
robs the victim of the ability to hold a
job. He appears to be ... and too ofteh
... somebody who doesn.'t want to work.
The inertia of defeat has found a place th
his mind.
Honor Befits The 'Duke Of Jazz'
FOR SOME YEARS now, there has
been a genteel, not too-well publicized
campaign on the part of some of the
alumni of Howard University to confer an
honorary degree on Edward Kennedy El-
lington.
Rumor has it that, in the past, the pro-
posal to so honor this distinguished con-
ductor and composer has been fought by
some stuffed shirts who thought it beneath
the dignity of their Alma Mater to pay
tribute to a "jazz artist."
If this is true, it makes a good cause for
the position that not all book-learned folk
are bright. For, as anyone knows — who is
a citizen of this century — Mr. Ellington
stands in stature far above and beyond
category as just another jazz artist.
His contribution to world culture has
been fantastic. His personal public posture
has been admirable. There is no spot upon
his record, despite all the grim tales one
hears of the depravity of show business
people. He has been and is one of the great
symbols of American genius, made more
glowing by the fact that he surmounted
the considerable barriers imposed by race.
Wears Crusader's Badge
WITHOUT WEARING the crusader's
badge—but utilizing his own innate aris-
tocracy of mind, bearing and talent, Duke
Ellington has been one of the finest am-
bassadors of good will for the Negro and
for his fellow countrymen that this nation
has ever ignored.
In my European travels, I became more
acutely aware of how stupidly America
can withhold recognition from its own
giants. Ellington is appreciated in Europe.
He would have no problem getting a
contract as musical director of a film com-
pany, long-term engagements on hotel
penthouse ballrooms, a television show or
an honorary degree.
I do not begrudge the State Depart-
ment's sending Benny Goodman on a good-
will tour. Yet, I wonder how the Depart-
ment can have missed the boat so con-
AD
sistently by failing to capitalize on thc
qualities which Ellington has to bring
cultural ambassadorship.
Two New Thinkers
WE HAVE TWO new administration 
which seem to be progressive-minded
enough to do something about placing tah.
American genius in his proper perspective.
I speak of the administrations of Ho*o
ard's president, Dr. James Nabrit and
America's President, John Kennedy.
In this year of our Lord, 1963, wouldn't
it be wonderful if Howard, located in
Washington, D. C., where Ellington was
born and reared, saw fit to confer on him
a much merited, much overdue honor—
and if our swinging man in the White
House would send a note over to State and
"suggest" that Duke Ellington could be
news around the world — better news than
Ross Barnett 'and what's-his-name El.
lender.
If you agree, write me a post card angb
say so.
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*Negro Writers Shifting From Racial Themes
LANGSTON HUGHES
fingers to count them," he said.
"When an author of color sells a novel to Hollywood,
if ever he does, he is seldom called to California to work
on the script. Almost all well-paying jobs in the mass
media are still reserved for whites, no matter how celebrat-
ed the Negro author may be."
Additionally, the Negro writer suffers from all the
other prejudices color is heir to in our United States, de-
pending upon what part of the country he lives in or
travels, Hughes charges, and cites the following as proof:
"In New York, a Negro going to a downtown cocktail
party given for a white fellow-writer may be told by tne
apartment house doorman, no matter how well dressed
the guest may be. 'The servants' entrance is around the
corner.' Such occurrences seem incredible in Manhattan
today, but they are not. In the South, on the other hand,
nothing boorish is incredible."
Writers do have a few little special problems, Hughes
says, "but Negroes have a great many more that are too
omnipresent to be special."
There are only a few notable exceptions in most
fields of "high art" where the Negro's contribution has been
By HOMER SMITH
Is there now a growing -„mdency among Negro
writers to shift away from narrow Negro themes andto enter the broader stage of American letters?
Have certain experiential factors and feelings of
alienation from the mainstream of American life hadVie effect in the past of causing Negro writers to choose
Negro themes and write mainly "Negro literature"?
The Saturday Review believes the answers to be in the
affirmative. And in an introductory note to an article titled
Problems of The Negro Writer, in its April 20 issue, the
literary publication writes:
"There have been recent signs . . . of a major shift
in Negro writing from a crippling racial provincialism
toward a wider involvement in American life."
In seeking authoritative opinion on the dimension )f
Es shift, the attitude behind it and the problems faced
1111.by Negro writers, the magazine turns& to such well-known
Negro writers as Langston Hughes, John A. Williams and
LeRoi Jones.
"The Negro writer in America has all the problems
any other writer has, plus a few more," Hughes writes.
It has been his observation, he said, that publishers will
bring out almost any book they believe is salable regardless
the race for the author.
"I doubt that a book by Willard Motley or Frank
Yerby or James Baldwin would be turned down on account
4 the author's color," he said. But if James Baldwin wrote
Six books a year and all six were about the Negro problem,
I think perhaps some of them would be rejected — on
The grounds of subject matter."
• What Hughes is saying here is that Negro authors who
restrict themselves to writing exclusively about Negroes
may find their acceptance and marketability limited.
-NO LIMITATIONS
"Frank Yerby decided he did not wish to be limited
to racial subject matter. He extended his range. Result:
a best-selling novel almost every year since then, plus num-illerous movie sales."
Hughes claims that prejudice operates most blatantly
bkainst the Negro writer in those areas peripheral to
'writing: Hollywood, radio and television, editorial staff
'positions, and lecturing.
"Take lecturing, a lucrative field for famous (or even
:fairly well-known) white writers," he points out. Because
many women's clubs and forums booking lecturers have
;--tbas and receptions following the programs, nine times out
ten, Negro speakers are not invited. Teas are social
-events.
"Not only in the South, but in the West and Midwest
'to well, there are campuses that have never had a Negro
novelist or poet as speaker."
NEGROES IN PUBLISHING
Hughes bemoans the fact that for a long time not a
single major publishing house in the United States had on
Its staff any Negroes except occasional clerical workers.
• But now a few New York publishing houses have a handful
Of Negroes holding jobs above the level of ordinary office
'routine.
• "But in radio and television there are so few Negroes
'who are not janitors that one hand might not have enough anything but "Impressive mediocrity," in the opinion of prestige of the 'black bourgeoisie or the deceitful 'accept-
--
Wegroes Get Top Health Posts
(Under U. SI Unit s Merit Plan
LeR 01 Jones.
"Only in music, and most conspicuously in blues, jazz
and spirituals — 'Negro music' — has there been a signifi-
cant contribution by American Negroes," Jones claims,
And he gives as the reason for this lack of contribution
to "high art" to the influence of the Negro middle class.
The most persistent and aggravating season for the
absence or actuevement among serious Negro artists is
that generally the Negroes who have found themselves in
a position to pursue some art, especially the art of litera-
ture, have been members of the Negro middle class, a group
that has always gone out of its way to cultivate any
mediocrity, as long as that medioerity was guaranteed to
prove to America, and recently to the world at large, that
they are not really who they were, i.e., Negroes.
"Because it drew its strength and beauties out of the
depths of the black man's soul, and because to a large
extent its traditions could be carried on by the lowest
class of Negroes, and simply because the bearers of its
tradition maintained their essential identities as Negroes,
Negro music alone has been able to survive the constant
and wilful dilutions of the black middle class."
COMPARISON OF GREATS
Jones says that Phyllis Wheatley and her pleasant imi-
tations of 18th century English poetry are extreme and,
finally, ludicrous departures from the huge black voices
that splintered Southern nights with their "hollers, shouts,
arwhoolies, and baliits." Continuing, Jones writes:
"The embarrassing and inverted paternalism of Charles
Chesnutt and hi3 'refined Afro-American' heroes is a far
cry from the richness and profundity of the blues.
"And there has never been an equivalent to Duke
Ellington and Louis Armstrong in Negro writing; even thebest of contemporary literature written by Negroes cannot
yet be compared to the fantastic beauty of Charlie Parker's
music."
SAME LITTLE PROBLEMS
In Jones' opinion, it is only recently that formal litera-
ture written by American Negroes has begun approaching
the literature standards of its model, "the literature of the
white middle class."
"Literature, for the Negro writer, has always been an
example of 'culture,' " Junes says. "The Negro artist, be-
cause of his middle-class background, carries the artificial
social burden of being the 'best and most intelligent' of
Negroes, and has usually entered into the arts to exhibit
his familiarity with the social graces — as a method and
means of displaying his participation in the serious aspects
of American culture. To be a writer was to be cultivated,
in the stunted bourgeois sense of the word."
CONTINUED FAILURE
Any future Negro literature must disengage itself from
the weak, heinous elements of the culture that spawned it
and must use its very existence as evidence of a pro-
founder America, Jones says, adding:
"But as long as the Negro writer contents himself with
the imitation of the useless, ugly inelegance of the stunted
middle-class mind, academic or popular, and refuses to look
around him and 'tell it like it is' — preferring the false
from Delaware College.
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chairman, has contributed ap-land John W. Land.
preciably to bringing about the' As a supervising biologist,
new merit climate. Casper is doing excellent work.
• 'Very important and sensitive Of his achievements, his im-
EXPERIMENTAL SURGEON
Alfred G. T. Gasper. an animal anatomist and physiologist
at the National Inctitute of Public Health, prepares his
surgical setup for the removal of the anterior pituitary
gland of an experimental animal in his laboratory. Regarded
as one of the foremost experimental animal surgeons in
S'the world, Casper has performed several hundred major111, surgical operations on animals and has contributed to
scientific publications.
"Mr. Casper is an outstand-
ng animal anatomist and phy-
siologist. as well as a superb
surgeon."
SUPERIOR WORK
Another associate, Dr. James
0. Davis, of the Laboratosv of
Kidney and Electrolyte Meta-
bolism, commented:
"Mr. Casper has demonstrat-
ed very superior work, far
above and beyond the call of
duty. He has been engaged pri-
marily in experimental surgery
Ion dogs, and has performed
several hundred major surgical
operations,"
The procedures Mr. Casper
a medical school for profession-
al training purposes.
He has contributed as an
author in at least eight scien-
tific papers, and his contribu-
tions of surgical assistance have
been acknowledged in at least
50 others.
LINCOLN GRADUATE
Casper. who is 49, received
his B. A. at Lincoln University
(Pennsylvania). He worked for
12 years at the Marine Hospital
in Baltimore before joinmg
NTH in 1953.
The main responsibility of
William A. Turner is gathering
knowledge of ways to combat
has performed include open disease and illness.
heart surgery, modification of, As a bacterio'ogist at the !la-
the aortic, pneumonia and mit-
,tional Institute of Arthritis
ral valves, blood vessel grafts, and Metabolic Diseases, his
and various approaches to the work entails the developmentpituitary, the hypothalmus and of antisera in experimental an-
adrenal glands. imals, and the study of im-
Casper's approach to the pi-Maunochemical reactions in test
tuitary gland through the roof tubes and in arga jel.
STUDIES ANTIBODIES
William A. Turner, Jr.. studies the antigen antibody preci-
faltant reactions in agar JO in the National Institutes of
Public Health's' Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic DI.
eases. As a bacteriologist. Turner's work entails developing
antisera in experimental animals and studying irnmuno
chemical reactions.
tory assistants perform autop-
sies on monkey% and take tis-
sue samples.
Rusten is a District of Co-
lumbia high school graduate,
has had some college training.
He entered the Civil Service
as an unskilled laborer in 1941.
John W. Land is a personnel
management specialist in the
office of the director of the,
National Institutes of Public
Health.
GENERALIST
In this position, he acts as
personnel generalist for three
branches of the director's of-
fice.
His duties involve job classi-
fications of all empoyees and
handling of their personnel af-
fairs. This entails recruitment
and placement, promotions, ad-
verse actions, grievances and
appeals and, from the manage-1 ment standpoint, employee re-
lations.
President John F. Ken-
nedy has praised supporters
of the Urban League for
"the important contribu-
Edwin C. Berry, executive
director of the Chicago Urban
League, said he was delighted
to learn from White House
Press Secretary, Andrew Hatch-
er, of the President's support.
The Chicago affiliate of the
nation-wide civil rights or-
ganization is currently engag-
ed in a campaign to double its
membership from 6,000 to 12,-
000.
Kennedy said, "The efforts
of the Urban League are im-
portant to the nation. By work-
ing at the national and com-
munity level to develop educat-
ed and trained manpower, by
establishing new job opportun-
ities and publicizing their ex-
istence, you are making a
significant contribution to our
economic as well as moral wel-
fare."
The President added:
"You are pioneering in
bringing people together from
LABORATORY DUTY
George W. Rusten checks the computations on blood sames
in his laboratory in the Division of Biologics Standards,
National Institutes of Health. In his scientific work. Rusttn
deals mainly with monkeys, performing autopsies on mon-
keys and testing vaccines. He has 12 laboratory assistants
under his supervision.
all sections of the community.
This has been, and will con-
tinue to be a great service to
the nation. You are playing
a vital role in forging the unity
on which the strength and the
future of America depends. I
look forward to working with
your officers and members in
the months and years ahead."
The Chicago Urban League,
now in its 47 year, is one of
139 agencies in various cities
working to wipe out bias
against Negroes in employ-
ment, housing, education and
other areas. Although it is sup-
ported in part by the Com-
munity Fund, Berry said, it
must raise $200,000 to help fi-
nance its activities for 1863.
Mrs. Carey B. Preston, secre-
tary to the Board of Directors
and membership drive chair-
man, said that hundreds of
workers will canvass south and
west side homes this week- to
obtain memberships.
Mrs. Essie Rowell, president
of the Women's Division, an-
nounced that a membership tea
will be held June 16 from 3
to 7 p.m. at the Graemere Ho-
tel, 3400 Washington blvd.
&nee' of buy and sell America — he will be a failure: what
is worse, not even a significant failure. Just another dead
American."
Most Negro novels, in the opinion of John A. Williams,
are said to be concerned with anger, hatred, rage or
protest.
"Sometimes modifiers are used: 'beautiful' anger, 'black
hatred, 'painful' rage, 'exquisite' protest," Williams says.
"These little tickets deprive that novel of any ability it
may have to voice its concern for all humankind, not only
Negroes."
Williams says he senses a grouping and lumping to-
gether of reviews of books by Negro authors, pointing out
in evidence that:
GROUPS WRITERS
" 'Sissie', my new novel, was officially published March
26; it has had four reviews like this already, three with
James Baldwin's The Fire Next Time and one with John
Killen's And Then We Heard the Thunder. I was hard
pressed to discover who was being reviewed — Baldwin,
Killen, or me."
Almost always Negro writers are compared with one
another, rather than to white writers, Williams writes,
and contends:
"This, like labelling and grouping, tends to limit severe-
ly the expansion of the talents of Negro writers and con-
fines them to a literary ghetto from which only one Negro
name at a time may emerge. Today it is unmistakably James
Baldwin: no Negro writing in America today can escape
his shadow. He replaced Richard Wright, who, in turn,
may have replaced Langston Hughes."
l'ublishers are accused by Williams of operating in
phases, and this dies hard. There have been the homosexual
phase, the gray flannel advertising phase, the war phase
and the Jewish phase. Now it's the Negro phase.
"The current trend toward more publishing of books
by Negro authors, brought about by national considerations,
has been beneficial to black writers," Williams says. "Never-
theless, much comparison of their work still exists in edi-
torial offices.
"This comes from my files; it is part of a report, dated
seven years ago, on a book that I have since published else-
where: 'Mr. Williams is in the vein of Chester Nimes, and
to my mind achieves a similar power.'"
Labeling, comparing and grouping Negro writers can
incline publishers to sign up Negro writers whose best
qualification, often enough, is that they are Negro, Wil-
liams says.
"Labeling, grouping and comparing," he believes, "pro-
vide the biggest block to the expansion by Negro writers
of themes and techniques."
Returning to the alleged scene of his award-winning
novel, "Invisible Man," Ralph Ellison, former Tuskegee
student who has become one of America's noted writers,
spoke at an informal lecture to students and faculty and
said:
"We have made the error of assuming literature must
deal with civil rights when it actually requires experts,
lawyers, martyrs. This is a fatal mistake. which has kept
us from having the writers we should have."
Kennedy Backs Urban League On
pemng 0 Membership Drive
Some 500 women are expected
to attend.
A. W. Williams, vice pres-
ident of the North Carolina
Mutual Insurance Co., an-
nounced that the league's
neighborhood business division
will hold a luncheon, Tuesday,
April 30 in the Parkway Ball-
room, 4459 S. Parkway.
Mrs. Preston announced the
appointments of Wilson Frost,
attorney of 134 N. LaSalle st.,
to head the legal division of
the membership campaign; and
Drs. Robert G. Morris jr., and
Robert C. Stepto, both of 3233
S. Parkway, to head the doc-
tors division.
Dr. James Buckner, 9722 S.
Peoria, is head of the dental
division.
Other leaders in the fund-
raising drive are Mrs. Kathryn
'Dickerson, 5027 S Drexel blvd.,
chairman of the special gifts
committee; Mrs. Connie Seals,
6350 S. Vernon, chairman of
block solicitation; and Hank
R. Schwab, president of Home
and Automobile Insurance Co.,
who will head a special cam-
paign in the Lake Meadows
development.
MAKING BACKGROUND INQUIRIES
An applicant for a position at the National Institutes of
Public Health is interviewed by personnel management
official John W. Land. He is attached to the office of the
director, and all matters involving recruitment, placement,
promotions, job classifications and other personnel matters
reach his desk.
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So much varied news has,Mr. and Mrs. Harold Shaw.'
rekched the inquisitave ears olMrs. Booth was the guest of{
your scribe, all so interesting,IDa. and Mrs. C. H. Walker,I
tliat we are bursting with both well-known in Memphis,'
eigerness to pass it all to our and Miss Gentry was the housel
readers. . guest of Dr. and Mrs. Horace
MEMPHIS CONSULTANTS Frazier—another 
couple Well-
When Tougaloo Southern know here, Mrs. 
Frazier being,
• 
the former Miss Elize Fields of
Memphis.
Our Memphis Links enjoyed
their encounters wth Mem-
Christian college in the heart
Olathe Delta held its Annual
Career Day just prior to Eas-
ter, two prominent Memphi-
ians were among the more than phians Crystal Tarpley, a Fisk
;a consultants invited there student, Mrs. Mabel Love Rob-:
from Tennessee, Arkansas and inson of Fisk's faculty and for-
Mississippi. .mer LeMoyne instructor andi
They were Mrs. Alma Booth, dance teacher; and Mrs. H
elen
principal of Keel School and Howard of Chicago, who for-
Omar Robinson, well-known merly lived at Mound Bayou,
music instructor and talented Miss., and who was a charter
pianist of Douglass High school, member of the Memph
is chap-
ter of Links; and Dr. and Mrs.
—Mrs. Booth was the guest W. S. Davis, who inquired
df Dean and Mrs. A. A. Branch, about their many close friends
both former Memphians. here in the Bluff City.
More than 800 students from
Mississippi high schools were TSU PLAYERS -
invited to the conference and Drama lovers were 
enthu-
heard Miss Jean Fairfax, Job siastic in their praise 
for the
Opportunity consultant for the Tennessee State Players pre-
U.S. Labor Department.
Highlights of the meeting
night, which benefited the cur-
included group consultations
—
rent drive for funds supporting
' the Sickle Cell Anemia Re-
aitaitude testing, luncheon, a search Center at John Gaston
tour of the fabulous new home'
Crthe school's president, Dr. 
Hospital and the University of 
i 
Adam Daniel Beittel and Mrsa
Tennessee.
4,0ttel, a tour of the new sci-I Dr. Thomas Poag, head of the,
eriee building, and the newSpeech and Drama Dep
artment
drama section with its theatre'of Tennessee State acco
mpanied
in the round setting and Eas-' the famed players to Memphis.
 i
ter services on Sunday. Red Carpet treatment was.
LINKS' AREA MEETING • given the visiting group, high-
When Links, Inc. held its lighted with the gold roping
11th annual area meeting at . which marked the reserve seat- 1
Nashville a fortnight ago, Miss ing section of Bruce Hall for
Sewel Gentry, Mrs. Alma the performance. Very much s
Booth and Mr. and Mrs. Aa in evidence was Mrs. Alma
M. Walker represented the Booth, general chairman of:
Memphis chapter of the well., the Sickle Cell drive; Mrs. Joan
known social and civic organi- W. Strickland, the general 5
aation which is doing outstand- chairman of the project, and
ihg work in the area of serv- H. A. Gilliam, executive chair-
ice for academically talented man of the fund raising drive
and superior youth, and more for the sickle cell project.
recently for culturally deprived. Serving as ushers were Jean
students. Williams, Odessa Rice, Frances
• The Nashville press gave Stout. and Mary Bruce.
full coverage to the meeting Seen in the audience vi•En•e
4rld cited the work of those Dr. and Mrs. George Reed, Dr.
I•tinks who are contributing to and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Sr.,,
the civic life of their commit- Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew,'
riities. Mrs. Walker was one of Mrs. Jesse Turner, Mr. and
ttie members included, and Mrs. James Childs, Mr. Childs
her picture graced the papers. the hard-working technician
Mrs. Walker also gave the mecl- who works with Dr. L. W.
itation at the opening of the Diggs, who heads the research
meeting which was held at center and who has waged a
Iisk and Tennessee State Uni- long fight to gain local sup-
atersities campuses. Among the port of the work in sickle cell
qutstanding personalities pres- anemia, which affects so many
ent were Dr. Zelma Watson Negroes, and about which so
eorgte of Cleveland. Ohio. little is known. Dr. Diggs was
fairmer representative to the also present with Mrs. Diggs
United Nations and famed sing- and their daughter.
or, actress and expert in inter- Others attending the per-
rational human relations, and formance were Mr. 'and Mrs.
r. Helen Edmonds, head of Ed Dalhstrom, Dr. Louis Bar-
t e history department at reras and Mrs. Barreras. Mrs.
North Carolina State Univer- Bernice Roberts and her sister
sty. from Chicago. Mrs. Elizabeth
• Mrs. Charles S. Johnson Simons. Mrs. Katheryn Thorn-
awarded citations to outstand- ton, Dr. and Mrs. Theron
ibg Nashville women for their Northcross and many more.
Immunity contributions. in- Last Saturday afternoon
chiding Dr. Dorothy L. Brown, found members of DEVOUE
Mrs, Kenneth B. Anderson, BRIDGE CLUB meeting with
Mrs. Baxter Collier. Sr., Mrs. MRS. James S. Baas at her
John C. Hull, Mrs. Gus Kuhn, home on South Parkway . .
Mrs. John T. McCall, and Miss thoroughly enjoying a delicious
Louise Young. dinner. There were several ab-
; Social activities included the sent members, whose places
cocktail party given at the. were filled by Mesdames Ruth
liome of Mrs. Sam Freeman, • Beauchamp, 'Marlette Trigg.
Miss Aurelia Freeman, daugh- Viola Haysbert and Addie D.
ter and granddaughter of fam- Jones.
e:d Nashville surgeon, the late Smart prizes were won by
nr. W. H. Hale, and widow Viola, Addie and Leola Gil-
and daughter of the late Dr. ham. Mrs. Byas had interest-
gam Freeman. The beautiful ing gifts also for her other two
Itincheon was held at Fisk special guests, at the dinner
University dining room and bridge party, Other members
the banquet held at the Ten- of the Devoue Club attending
nrssee State Univ. dining room. were Mesdames Elizabeth Si-
Mr. and Mrs. Walker were mon, Victoria Hancock, Edith
the guests of Dr. and Mrs. S. Thornton, Allegra Turner,'
0. Robert, and visited with Grace Young, Sally Bartholo-'
their daughter and son-in-law,' mew and Iris Harris.
sentation of "The Bad Seed"
As a climax to "teaching
career" month, the student
body of Booker T. Was!iint;in
high school chose Mrs. Aubusta
Rivers Casa a.,; the "favor de
teacher" and honored her with
a "This Is Your Life Program"
n an assembly last Tpursday
morning in tic, school auditor-
urn.
Thp we conceived
and executed by the Student
Council, with the assisiten;••-•of
enior class advisors ani stu-
d-nt council advisors.
Tt was a surprise to the re-
cipient. a he thowTht nae as-
embly was being held to pay
THREE C'S CLUB
MRS. MARTHA A. HOUSE
welcomed members of Three
C's Club at Tony's Inn last
Saturday also, where prior la
a delicious dinner, plans were
made for a family picnic. After,
palying bridge, prizes were
awarded Pauline Bowden. Mat-
tie Hunt and new member Lida
Smith. The Three C's have wel-
comed another member—Mrs..
Thelma Davidson, who was
also present, along with Meryl
Glover, Laverne H. Sesley, Sa-
rah Washington. Dorothy Bow-
en, Helen Tarpley and Ann
Weathers.
DELTA'S ANNIVERSARY
The Itiemphi:: Alumnae Chap-
ter of Delta Sigma Theta Sor-
ority gave a gala Fiftieth An-
niversary Ball last Friday
night, April 26, at the Persian ,
Kitten. The outstanding mile-'
stone wise marked gold and
white invitations, and but
shaped in a novel numerical
design. At the formal event
the name of the organization
was emblazoned at the back ot
the ballroom in white and
crimson, a suspended gold fig-
ure 50 at the center, and the
ceiling suspended with mobiles.
On entering daisies were fea-
tured around the posts leading
to the dance floor, and around
the bandstand, the caption
"Delta in its Fiftieth Year"
Proclaimed again the gala!
birthday.
Scads of guests tripped the
ht fantastic at the fabulous
ball, and watched as the Del-
tas sang their sweetheart song
and other pep songs. Mrs. Lo-
rene Osborne, president of the,
Memphis Alumnae welcomed
the guests during intermission.
Other officers of the Mem-
phis chapter iclude Deltas Anne
Spraggins. M. Morrison, Ber-
nice Abron, 0. Tate, Patsy
Witherspoon, Mary Collier and
Ruby Chambers.
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SELECTION OF THE MOTHER OF THE YEAR
Name 
Address Telephone No,. _ _
1, Number of children in the family'?
2. Is the mother an active member of a church?
3. List organizations in which mother is presently affiliated or was
formerly affiliated?
4. Is Mother employed? _ _ What type of work?
What volunteer service does she render?.__
5. If Mother is unemployed, what volunteer service does she render?.___
6. Is the Mother active or has she ever been active in a PTA Organization/
7. Is the Mother a registered voter? 
8. What measure of success have her children achieved?
9. Did Mother have any unusual problems to overcome in rearing
children? If so, give details.
10. What are her hobbies, special talents, or skills?
Send your questionnaires to one of the following people:
1. Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham, 1678 Riverside Drive, Memphis
2. Miss Vearnealure Patterson, 370 Elder Road, Memphis
3. Miss Grace Collins,979 Clack Place, Memphis
4. Mrs. Mary Collier, 1430 Elliston Road, Memphis
5. Miss Mildred Crump, 2141 Eldridge Avenue, Memphis
her
MRS. 11.1,1110"Y. CASH ,centert is seen
immediately after she was honored at a
"This Is Your Life" program given by th()
Washington high school student body.
Standing, left-right: are Mrs. (. V. Prest-
wood of Dallas. Tex., Mrs. Hattie Braith-
waite, her mother; Dr. Frederick Rivers,
(brother) Mrs. Olivia Lewis, (aunt) and
Mrs. Frederick Rivers.
derful woman. He told her,
'Favorite Teacher' Honored By "Your pupils love and respectyou, and your fellow teachers
Students Of Washington N. h At •admire you"Another trumpetfanfare was sOunded along
with a voluminous round of
applause.
Then from behind the scene
familiar voices began to remind
her of incidents in her He that
brought back a string of mem-
orir's of childhood days; teen-
age years, sctiool days, college
days, travel and first yellrs of
,teaching experience.
Among the voices heard from
behind the scenes were those
of f-diT ageless, beauteous and
charming mother, Mrs. Hattie
Rivers Bi•atlawaite, her brother.
'Dr. Fred Rivers; her aunt. Mrs.
'King to remind her of her firs.
'teaching experiences at Grant
.elementary school. a
tribute to two rettri.-4! 
ers, Paul L. Lyons and William
Strong.
The retiring teachers were
pr a seated ano given tokens
from the student body by Lar-
ry Miller, la tt..acient of the sen-
ior class and William Young,
president of the student cOun-
cil. Aubrey Howward was nar-
rator.
Then the narrator informed
Mrs. Cash the CC.CPSt,rt and
that a tribute was being made
to a great teacher, and a won--
• C •
KING COTTON
The Brand to
Reach for
Franks
K.C. Bacon
K.C. v °: Sausage
K.C. Lunch Meat
•
made in the U.S. Govt. inspected
kitchens of the
NAT BURING PACKING CO.
PR10Ee 0,NsuArly
E. McI.E.MORE at WELLINGTON -
C.LIN OAM 4P 8 PM MON. dna_ 7HL/25.
cFkIald..'ATac) ,
fk.1
FORTNER
CLOTHING COMPANY
154 SOUTH MAIN ST.
e'r.3
/te4 'Me Citildite4/ 42
Qaduac 44-td 74, gi
ai 1#ie g.J.,,f <7cr Pai./
4cawid X
Corvettes Give Lane Student Wed In
Barbecue Ball
Members of the Corvettes so- Ceremony At Humboldt..
cial club held a "barbecue ball"
recently at the home of the The home of Mr. and Mrs. ing room on his arm, Her wed-
president, Mrs. Louise Parker Marion Croom, 707 McLin salding dress of chantilly lace
at 237 S. Lauderdale. 
 Humboldt, was the settinglover taffeta was fashioned
' Prizes were won by Willie
the wedding of their daughter,
Cade and James Adams was
!Easter Sunday afternoon for with long, tapered, petal pointi
!sleeves. The fitted bodice lea-
named club sweetheart. Mrs.
Alice Darling was hostess, Miss Doris Marian Croom to turing a scalloped neckline, was
Among guests on hand for the Franklin Delano Kendrick. Mr. sprinkled with pearls and ir-
ball were H. L. Russell, Jones- Kendrick is the son of Rev. ridescent sequins. Her walst
boro, Ark.; Jimmie Rogers, Mrs.
Jane Walton, Robert McCall, 
Mrs. A. L. Kendrick Of length illusion veil was held
s
J. Lee Holt, J. C. Wilton, Noah Texarkana, Ark, by a crown of pearls and he
Ball, Leon Brake, and Mrs. Ella' Officiating at the double ring carried a bouquet of white car-
Ford. ceremony was the Rev. J. T. nations.
Also Mrs. Dorothy Wishing,!Freeman, Pastor of Saint James; Miss Janette Croom was her
missiBaptist church, Humboldt. Nup-: sister's only attendant. -She 'Mrs. Emma Cromwell; 
Mary Ann Humps, Allen Walls, tial Music was furnished byiwore a sky blue chiffon dress
Mrs. L. S. Delton, with Mrs. and a corsage of white cams-
M. G. Freeman as soloist. tions.
oseph Walker, Joseph Wain-
The couple's immediate fam-i
wright. Albert Foster, Eliza-
' Ronald IVI K I son 
ilies and a few friends attend-' 
fbeth Houston, Mrs. Am l ,
Rev. and Mrs. C. D. McKelhiaWiley, Miss Janice Green, Wit _,
lie Conroy, Mrs. Theima Cot- ea' !of Humboldt was best manW
ton, John Banks and others. Vows were excnanged before For her daughter's wedding
Officers of the club are Mrs. an improvised altar in the liv- Mrs. Croom wore a blue lace
Louise Parker, president; Mrs. ing room. An arrangement of over taffeta sheath dress arid •
Aleass Burns, secretary; Mrs. white gladioli end greenery a corsage of white carnatiqns. i
Virginia Hill, financial secre- placed in a tall basket pro- A reecption was given by
tary; Mrs. Isola Randle, busi- vided the background, the bride's parents following
ness manager; Mrs. Elmeria ESCORTED BY FATHER the wedding.
Williams, treasurer, and Mrs. The bride, given in marriage . The bride is a graduate e'
Florida Love, reporter. by her fi , entered the liv—Stigall High school.
THIS IS THE CASE OF THE -- gher-
missing glove. It is not just
a glove — but a lot of senti-
ment attached. Mrs. Sally Bar-
tholomew, 1993 S. Parkway
East lost a short, black, beaded,
cloth glove. Her daughter gave
her the gloves for a special
occasion. Anybody knowing the,
whereabouts of the missing
glove, please call Mrs. Bar-
thomolew at BR 6-1178.
Olivia Lewis.
• Others participating on the
,program were Mrs. Waltei ine
,Marshall Outlaw, a kindergar-
ten through college frienolstain
spoke of an incident that al-
,most frightened her to death. '
At this point, flowers were
presented to the "Most Excel-
lent Teacher in the World,"
'sent by her husband, Harty
Cash, who because of a com-
mitment of long standing was
not able to be present.
Then came thp voices of Mi::-
Mattie Bell and Mrs. Mary D.
QUALITV
Full-Bodied
Tangy
SPEAS
Pot AppfaCkla
Dtp[41-0.,d
V VINEGAR
OUR
, /1
YEAR
VINEGAKS
Be SPEASiiic,.. A141f) Ask for SvEAS!
IT TAKES CARNATION-
AND PLENTY OF IT-
TO BUILD A BOY LIKE THIS
It's the extra Vitamin D in Carnation that helps put the
muscle in his arms, the strength in his grip and the
sparkle in his smile! Carnation has twice the Vitamin
D of ordinary milk, in every double-rich drop! Even
when you add an equal amount of water, Carnation is
richer than sweet, whole milk.* No wonder this the
healthy family milk—the best milk to start on, best
milk to stay on, all through childhood!
•U S Dept. of Agriculture Handbook all, Gorric,,,.. "from COntented COws"
•
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 by3404E3brugir Anna C. Cooke A
PTA MEETING
At this writing, parents and
teachers from all over the
state of Tennessee have gath-
ered on the campus of Merry
High School for the thirty-
third annual convention of the
Tenn. Congress of PTA of
which Wallace B. Brown of
Chattanooga is president.
Hosts to the occasion are
the Jackson and Madison
County. PTA Councils headed
by Miss LeVerne Bledsoe and
Mrs. F. A. Dobbins.
The meeting is being cen-ilit,ered around the therue, "Aw Image for the Tennessee
Congress." Among personali-
ties at the meeting are: Dis-
trict Coordinators, Mrs. Lucy
Maxwell of Chattanooga, East
Tennessee; Mrs. Della Hor-
ton of Nashville, Middle Ten-
nessee; and Mrs. G. M. Bum-
pus of Memphis, West Ten-
nessee.
RECEIVES PIN
. A. Cooke, Athletic Di-
or and Dean of Men at
college was awarded a
, . year pin for volunteer
ice to the Red Cross. The
Lakeviewing With G:rti
SPRING CHORES
In the sun-sprinkled Gar-
dens of Lakeview, the mow-
ing, planting and cleaning
goes on indefinitely as Lake-
viewites enjoy this beautiful
spring weather.
Tuesday last, the Civic Club
convened in the Lakeview
Elementary school Auditori-
um with vice prexy Percy
Gill presiding in the absence
of prexy Felton Earls, who
was out of the city. After the
business session was finaled,
members were highly enter-
tained with a hat show —
luscious numbers presented
by Mrs. Eunice Carruthers of
Carsla's Boutique on Vance
and modeled by Mrs. Fred A.
Garner and Mrs. Curtis Bridg-
es who were members of the
audience. Charming Anne
Simpson was responsible for
adding this spice to the slate.
'Twas enjoyed by all, in-
cluding the gents who usual-
ly look curiously at madame's
headgear.
TWO CLUBS FETED
Sporting the latest thing in
traumatic shock was pert Ne-
dra Smith as she graciously
hostessed the J-U-G-S Easter
weekend and Entre Nous Sat-
urday last.
J-II-G-S members, who
, journeyed to the lovely Smith
teepee on Honduras Drive,
companied her. It was indeed the long awaited and much Jones Gloria Westbrooks and Also a senior at Hamilton A graduating senior at were Marie Bradford, Sarah
a lovely affair for they went, heralded Debutante Presents- 'rd was made at the an- all out to make everyone corn- tion. This scintillating event 'Faye Weave". High is Miss Robbie Herron, Booker T. Washington High is Chandler, Pearl 
Lewis,
HaerateGromrdioline,r Daned-nual meeting of the Madison fortable.
'will be held Friday, May 3, in Miss Patricia Hooks, niece of whose parents are Mr. and Mrs. Miss Gloria Westbrooks, who is 
your 
. 
scribe Needless to saythe Rev. and Mrs. B. L. Hooks, Robert Herron. She is a mem- the daughter of Mr. and Mrs, t,_ ' that members sipped and ate
County chapter at the Red HAT SHOW the mezzanine ballroom at theCross chapter house on High- The annual "Hatorarna" city auditorium. Memphis and is a senior at Hamilton. She ber of the National Honor so- Alphonso Westbrooks. Miss until the wee hours enjoying
land Ave. last Friday along sponsored by the Semper Fi- Mid-South socialites will be plans to become a physical ciety and plans to become a'Westbrooks hopes to become a iced cocktails and delicious
with others who had given delis Council, was held Sun-
vice for five, ten, and day afternoon in the Merryirtis
een years. He‘was the only High School gymnasium with
on cited for 25 years of your scribe serving as Mis-
sere ice. tress of Ceremonies. In addi-
ten Educational and Histori- lion to the showing of beau- lion one to be long remember- high school is Miss Bertha Mr. and Mrs. James Hunter, parents are Mr. and Mrs. EarlTour of Chicago was wit- tiful hats tips on hats were ed. Puryear, who is the niece of and aspires to become an dc- Weaver, Interested in the pro-d the weekend of April given by Mrs. E. M. Perry and Among the 45 debutantes Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Ray. Miss mentary school teacher. A fession of law. Miss Weaver
26 by several students in the original hats made from the who will he presented, are:•Puryear is a member of the member of the Sub-Deb So- will be escorted by James
8th grade social studies class- hands of Me.dams Lillian Misses Patricia Hooks, Bertha Jack and Jill club. She will be ciety, she will be escorted by Sandridge.es under the instruction of Parker and Lucille Sangster
Mrs. Lucille Sangster at Mer- were shown. 
What can I do? — Worried.ry Jr. High School. Those
g the tour were Darryl
ham, Kenneth Holden, Wil-
McKissack, Paula Brant-
1 , Robinson and were modeled by Mrs. Frances
Baby Nell Hurt. Stone, Mrs. Bernice Lucas,
'hey went to train and were members of the council and
aceompanied by their instruc- Mrs. Palmer Mosby. I must
tor, Mrs. Sangster. It is felt say !that they were certainly
that through a trip of this out of sight too as one num-
type that the students will tier shown would have cer 
noon, May 5, at 5 o'clock in the
of taking you out. If he can l faculty lounge, Brownlee Hall.
develop into more intelligent tainly taken you into space it
• uscle up that much courage' Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, pres-
citizens in their own city and you had been out of doors
appreciating seeing many away to holders of lucky By CARLOTTA WATSON. by humanity towards the ulti- the' 
,I.Iraem, sure this will break ident, said emphasis will be on
the Annual Meeting of the
state by understanding and Several gifts were given
shrines, symbols and other numbers and grand prize of Counselor B. T. Washington Imate goal, has been lead by .Dears MI's. Watson: ,General Alumni Associationhistorical and educational ac- a white sailor, donated from 
,, and Reunion of all "3" classesHi School some valiant dreamer whose' I am worried to death. M,
'scheduled for May 31-June 1,
&hies made possible by Peo- Kisber's was won by Mrs.
11111e who have contributed to Rosetta McKissack EMERSON SAID: "Hitch eyes were fixed upon the, and the club's reception for
husband and I have been mar- --
' ried for 10 years. We havedawn. 
members of the graduating'four children But I neverJ. E. Dinger - ' 'class on the evening of June 3know what will happen next. .Dear Mrs. Watson: immediately after commence-'He will work five months„ ,I am 14 and going with a. change jobs, quit work, get "'en"The Washburn Twins, Mes-
ed the annual Jabberwock last - Don't forget the Citizen's spiration to the future races boy. He is a very nice boy ,mad, set the boss out. I neverFriday night. The colorful Fellowshtp Dinner this Thurs- of men. From Socrates to Edi- but my mother won't let him know when we will have to dames Mildred Hodges and
co-chair-
show was centered around the day night in the Lane College son, every forward step taken Myrtle Crawford., are .take me out. She does not trust move because of house rent nottheme "An Evening in Para- Dining Hall. Will look to see by mankind through revolv- men of a committee planninghim. I am araid he will quit being paid. We tried to buy, but,
-, 
 the reception for LeMoyne's '
dise." Pyramids competed for you there. ing centuries, every advance
me because he can't come to , we lost the house. What should 1963 graduates. Other mem-the house, nor take me out.'I do? — Worried Wife. ibets of the committee are Mrs.
. 
 
'Susie Hightower, James Cow-
our civilization.
Beta Chi chapter of Delta
Sigma Sorority on the cam-
ps of Lane College present-
the title of "Miss Jabberwock"
and the honor was bestowed
upon Miss Angelyn Craft, a
freshman. She is a Jacksonian,
graduate of Merry High School
where she was an honor stu-
dent and named to Who's
Who Among Students Leaders
in High Schools of America.
Also on Friday night, two
dances were in store foi
dance lovers. At Merry High
School, the annual Shriners
dance was held with a record ,
'breaking attendante.
Many Jacksonians journey-
ed to Milan, Tenn. to be
guests of the Gibson County
Teachers at their annual
spring dance. The gymnasium
at Polk-Clark School was,
beautifully decorated to the e.
theme of "The Roaring Twen-
ties." Among those seen from
Jackson were: The Earl Shims, Bertha reeved r
the Jack Paynes, the R. L.
ri (TEO t (looks
Gibbs, the W. E. McKissacks, 44DbT ,
the W. Ft. Bells, the E. Gold-
ens, the W. R. Whites, and
Miss J. L. Brooks. Naturally,
your scribes betterhalf ao- All is now in eadiness for Puryear, Robbie Her: on, Linda escorted by Raymond Jackson. Robert lierrod
Robbie Herron Linda Jomes Gloria Westbrook,
The event of the afternoon
was the showing of predic-
tions of hats that will be
worn in outer space. These
General chairman of the
program was Mrs. Mary F.
Stone and Mrs. Bernice Lucas
is president of the council.
REMMILYourKIEN
CUSTOM
kitchen center
Rsnto011si Controster•
KITCHENS & DENS SPECIALTY
'CABINETS & APPLIANCES
• BEDROOMS & BATHS
• CARPORTS & PORCHES
• STORM DOORS & WINDOWS
• ALUMINUM SIDING & GUTTERS
• ROOFING & INSUL•SIDING
"PATIOS & DRIVEWAYS
FACTORY TRAINED 'FLOOF.! COVERING & TILE
DESIGNER & PLANNERS
FREE ESTIMATES
one contractor _ one price
ph.. Oar Sho ts morn - tf) rn Daily 9.5
ge;"7171:
,/../4,/ 9/00r)
• BONDED-INSURED
• FINANCE ARRANGED
276-7100
1624 UNION
James Jon•s
es o Be resented By Kappas, Friday
present when 45 young ladies
make their formal bow, mem-
bers of Kappa Alpha Psi fra-
ternity have spared no effort
to make their 13th presenta-
your wagon to a star." One can
see in those six little words
the summary ,of human
achievement; everlasting in-
Sy Complete Fountain 1
tc, SERVICE Cosmetics
X•y, Mod. 1 1,1•
Jewelry
550 VANCE
Fast
Free PHARMACYDelivery
PhD JA 68112 
 lA 6.9120
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND Ft0OR
STERICK BUILDING
'WNIRI Ff1:11S 1151 YOU
GFT P.OFFRINTIAL
Slavic,"
Mr. James Jones
Salesman for
Tom Sawyer's
Appliance Co.
Invites all of his friends
to call on him for new
and used appliances
KELV1HATOR AND MOTOROLA
gaily Financing avallabl•
WH 2-4332
,TOM SAWYER'S APPLIANCE CO.
618
 
McLemore
therapist, and presently is a
imember of the Debutante so-
ciety. Her escort will be Robert
Wells.
' A senior at Father Bertrand
psychologist. William T. Mc-
Daniel, Jr., will be her escort.
Miss Linda Jones attends
Carver high school, she is a
senior. She is the daughter of
,librarian. She is a member of
the Ladies of Washington and
her escort will be Ceadric Rice,
Miss Faye Weaver IS a senior
at Melrose high school, and her
Dear Worried: Twins To Fete
I am afraid the doing at this' 1 “
point is up to the boy. How- Lemoynites At
ever, if he is near your age,
I expect he is as skeptical of
your parents as you are. How-
ever, try to give him courage The LeMoyne Club of Mem-to talk to your parents . . . phis holds its regular monthlyso that he will have the oppor- meeting this Sunday after-tunity to PROVE he is worthy
WATER HEATERS INC.
FOR SERVICE CALL
452-7339
3152 BROAD STREET
RHEEM
 GLASS LINED WATERHEATERS
COMPL
IN
ETCSERVI( 
S69"
2 F10110',
30 Gallon Heaters
RUSHING TO
.
C OMPLETELY
INSTALLED
Two Hours Service
Day and Nite
No Money Down
Easy Pay Plan
an. Mrs. Mable Hudson,
, Charles B. Myles, Mrs. Weath-
ers, Mrs. Letitia Poston and
Elmer Henderson.
Hosts for Sunday's monthly
meeting are T. R. McLemore,
Charles Myles and Miss John-
ella Wells.
To Give Smorgasbord
The D.A.C. club has made
,plans for a smorgasbord to be
'held at 1053 N. Dunlap St., Sat-
urday, May 18 starting at 6,
p.m. Door prizes will be given,'
onnounces the president, Mrs.
L. Wade.
Hampton Frosh Wins
Short Story Contest
HAMPTON INSTITUTE, Va.
— W. O'Cain T h urn b tz e n,
freshman student at Hampton
Institute, has won second prize
in a national short story con-
test sponsored jointly by Read-
ers Digest and United Negro
College Fund.
fried chicken 'n French fries,
with tossed salad and hot,
buttered rolls.
In the merry melange of
Entre Nous Bridge club were
members Helen Bowen, Arnad
Taylor, Ernestine Gray, Lilli-
an Wolfe, Frances Hassell,
Gladys Anderson, Essie Shaw,
Carrie Scott, Mollie Long and
Delorea 
ed Hesei imee merle ttiffd-
ford, Lioise Washington, lote I-
ma Lois Jones, Mary Freak-
lin, Martha Whitney, Cle7Yra
Neale and this gadabout. This
mixture uf congenial cohorts
and cronies thoroughly iihn-joyed the hospitality of this
plucky hostess.
After being wined dinld
and stuffed in the finest style
with tangible tasties, mem-
bers and guests scattered
hither, thither and yon tia,the
bridge tables to vie for the
lovely prizes.
First club prize of black
leather gloves, were won by
Frances Hassell and fragrant
"Miss Dior", second club
prize, was won by Helen 'So-
wen. Murtha Whitney was
lucky enough to win the ilfst
guest prize, a handsome -red-
leather cigarette case with
matching lighter; Marie Brad-
ford won second guest prize
of "Miss Dior."
SILHOUETTE
The Silhouettes converged
on the splendiferous split4ev-
, e1 home of Barbara Atkins-tin
Ortie Drive last Sunday for
their final meeting before the
Deb. Ball. Those present were
Margaret Wilburn, Kay Gail-
ey, Allegra Turner, Vivian
Willis, Anne Willis Etene
Phillips and Bernice Abren.
Perky Barbara enterteined
the group in her usual hos-
pitable manner as members
made final plans for the ela-
borate Deb affair to be held
in early May.
. -IN LOUISVILLE
Cecelia and Lawrence West-
ley flew to Louisville for Eas-
ter weekend. L. A. attended
the Omega District meeting.
While there, the couple stop-
ped with former Memphis,
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Frazier
(she is formerly Delores Jones
whose father pastored Cen-
tenary).
.Kart
it
Shoei
First With Fashion
THE CAN-CAN
direct
Sizes 4 To 9
to you from Italy
$999
••,
KARL'S SHOES':
108 So. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee
•••••
.N•
Mc KENZIE MOTEL
"Your Home Away From Home"
SOUTH FINEST WITH 75%
WALL TO WALL CARPET
Air Conditioned
Kitchenettes
Furn. Cottages
Three Entrances
Free Televisions
Four Sections
Picnic Area
Three Patios
Three Parking Spaces
THE ONLY ONE OF IT'S KIND
Corner Henry & Lincoln St. —
2 Blks. Off Malvern Ave.
Hwy. 270 East — Office 407 Henry St.
Phone NA 3-7843
Wm. McKinzie Owner & Mgr.
Hot Springs, Ark.
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL. US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED
'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Ph. FA 7-6033
BUY U. ST. BONDS
DONALD DUCK
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THE CISCO KID
1
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NoPE! HS WAREHOUSE
EuRNED GOWN ANO
IE CLEAREO 01.7-
PLUMB LEFT TOWN!
fitrktyr
SANTOS! P17 101.) THINK THAT WICKED
HOMBRE WAS PUT 0u1 0F 5ilSINE35
ØY EPONTANEFOL/5 COM61)5TING!
MOST
IT!
„INA ja.
4,1171l fir
I if a/
_ - •
•
YOU DATED TED THEY'RE BOTH
I 'THOuGHT)
RABBIT
PUNCHES -
WERE ILLEGAL!
4
4-2704a ,1-,r5A)Et,r
_
BANYCAt MADE ONE POWERFUL ENEMY
MEN HE TURNED STANDING BEARS
PEOPLE A641"JGT THE OLO CHIEF! I BET
IF WU SCRATCHEP THROUGH THAT RUSKE
)01)1' FIN:" AN iNplAN ARROWNE4P!
BESIDES!—A
AND DON ." THEY BUDDIES FRIEND OF YOURS
TOLD ME .• OF YOURS!
01-1,WINGEY!
WELL!-
AT LEAST'
IS A FRIEND OF
DON'T BE LIKE THEY DIDN'T
THAT DO ANYTHING
SEt-//ND YOUR ) )
BACK - (( ;
CALLED HER
FIVE TINIES
ETTA !! r
'THE FLOP FAMILY
_
BRICK BRADFORD
THAT 14 olcuLoo5
AIRPLANE 15 BACK.,
I MAY AE WELL.
GET IT NOW
04-4, FATHER.... you'Re
GOING TO CLAIN1
EYERYTHING AGAIN„.,
ILL 5IZING 11.IAT PLANE
DOWN ELECTRONICALLY!
•YE GA05 --Evegq moaR,KGur5
THE Ef1H1E- TH trA - THE.
(Off E.E WEW -ToFN51 (3 t) grAT:
SF\coisi coLO
/14
YOu STAy
OUT OF TI.415,
PRINCESE!
VAA THE
KING!
I'D R.4714Se
oo 'T   1
I WISH SOMEONE
WOULD INVENT AN ALARM
CLOCK THAT SOUNDS
LKE A PHONE RINGING!
ArreR ‘'QF-
6I1.1Et4 •400 THE BEST
'-iEcNcli• OF cn•-/ LE.
4!EANWA,01..,5 THe FoZhVG
ATOM/C WEAL434/ /-1A5 4WAKEN/60
PR/4/CE55 PHYL4/5,„.
ear TAM POWCESS /GA/0/2E5 /./6/2
FATHER.,„ 500 '5,6447s T,RE
RANC'15,E5 AtANE OVA 911C-CSCW...
/41/ / "SW F/Oei,
.c.Ccof TAG SagoeS,NW,.
YOU MEAM To TELL M.
i\-ttt,165 6RE. GOING To GET'
g 1,..WORSE ? 
I I I
BRADFORD ESCAPED,-
AND we ARE uNOeR ATTACK
BY AN Alcz.PLANE„.,I. THINK
I GoT gizIcK!NoW IF I CAN
GET THAT PLANE,.
PIN 440ir42 0554Nos
114-4P HA* Gave
-rkey'ye cNCEL-E2
OUT Te4g IGNITiON
SN/9TEM...I HOPE
CAN LAND!
Nurse Seeks Husband
With Home, Business
Dear Madam Chante:
I am writing to you in re-
gards of meeting a nice gentle-
man that is single and be-
tween the ages of 26 and 40.
I prefer him to own his home
and business.
I am a nurse at the present
time and working at Hunts-
ville Hospital in Huntsville,
Ala. I am divorced and have
had no desire to seek a mate
until now. I am 26 years of
age, 5 feet seven inches tall
and weigh 150 pounds. I am
brown complected and have
black hair and eyes.
I go to church every oppor-
tunity I have and my hobbies
include classical music, jazz
watching TV and dancing. All
letters will be answered. If
not sincere, do not write. A
photo will be appreciated.
Bernice Hardin
494 Binford Ct.
Huntsville, Ala.
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
Two people that think in the
same direction can "move
mountains," but I have yet to
meet a girl willing to put her
best foot forward. This leaves
me very lonely but I won't
give up in despair.
I am of Spanish blood, in
my late twenties, light corn-
plected, black curly hair and
considered nice looking. I am
very broadminded, intelligent,
warm hearted, affectionate and
of excellent character. I ask
for so little in a person but
give a lot. I am very fond of
kids.
The girl that replies does
not have to be a "queen." A
"plain Jane" will do. Looks,
past or education doesn't mat-
ter. What's in her heart does
matter.
Victor Ward
c-o General Delivery
Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I would like to correspond
with a pen-pal, male or fe-
male.
I am 21 years of age and
ander my parent's control.
Thank you in advance.
Joyce R. M. Johnson
19a Carpenters Rd.
Kingston 10, Jamaica
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I am 37 years of age, 6 feet
1 inch tall, weigh 185 pounds,
and have brown eyes, black
hair and a brown complexion.
I am of the Catholic faith and
from the eastern part of the
United States.
I would like to meet a good
woman between the ages of
19 and 40 that is not married.
She can have children because
I am very fond of kids as long
as they are nice and kind.
I have never been married
but will be willing to as soon
as the right person comes
along.
Ronald A. Dalhay
1907 W. 13th St.
Chicago, Ill.
"Get lost, Cedric. I've graduated to bird watching."
Dear l'..Iaclam Chante:
I am a subscriber and a
daily reader of the Chicago
Defender and I find it very
pleasing to read. I am seeking
help through your column to
find a companion; one who
likes home and a settled work-
ing man, and not a night or
day lifer.
I would like for her to be
between 20 and 25 years of
age, understandable and truth-
ful.
HENRY
I am 47 years of agp,
healthy, 5 feet 6 inches tall,
weigh 171 pounds and medium
complected. I have black and
gray hair and wear a neatly
trimmed mustache. I have
been in Illinois for four years
and three months. Anyone
wishing to visit instead of
writing is welcome. Ask for
the janitor. I am waiting.
Mr. Raymond M. M. White
2709 W. Washington Sive
Chicago, Ill.
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POPEYE
vve've BEEN
FOLLOWING
THIS CHANNEL
THROU&H THE
ICE PACK
FOR DAYS!
(
1,-...-..--------
IT'S BEAUTIFUL-7'N
PoPEYE! IT'S LIKE
AN EMERALD
IN "THE CENTER
OF ALL THIS
ICE!
IT IS
'THE ONLY
6REEN SPOT
NA ANTARCTIC
ICE PACK!
.1 .41risit
I
,a
it
SECRET AGENT X9
Ptil andrare;
have Fano a
Cave. Oat
Pena( place
for5wiftq
to hidettie
2o0,000
imnIt loot...
tallocKED
we CAN
OPEN IT!
_
POPEYE ,
IT'S
BEAUTIFUL!
DOES IT
HAVE A
NAME,
OL' PAL?
HOW Agour NAT! ALL
PNOGO IN WA1ERPROCP
6pcK4! ONE FOR EACH
DAYS WITHDRAWAL !
EAALL•TIME5ViFTY
HAP 60ME 049-TjA4E
re46 AT TIOT /
A TROPICAL ISLAND 'N
AT THE SOUTH POLE!
IT IS INDEED A PLA:E....)__
To GET AWAY FRoM
IT ALL!
I KNOWED
YA WOULD LIKE
IT, WIMPY!
NO! IT
AIN'T
DISCOVERED!,
YET! /
BtAUCE OLIVE IS THE FiRsT
DAME TO LAND HERE
I NAMES THIS ISLAND
OLIVEOYLA!
IAOW NICE!)
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eRed Devils Tame Tigers
To Stay On Top Of League
The Douglass Red Devila il.ejls brought in relief pitaner
staved off a last inning rally James Fowler with the score
Southland Race Track To
Open First Day Of Summer
C. J. Upton, president of ,strongest line up of kennelsby the Manassas Tigers to 5-1. Fowler, the regular shost• Southland Greyhound Park, in its history. The presidentnotch a 5-4, gey victory in the stop and owner of 2-0 mark n announces the 1963 season of:forecasts the best season of ,Prep League baseball rice three appearareses, gave uptGreyhound racing will open summer greyhound racing inwhich is currently being hotly three runs before dosing tnecontested between :out Of the
door on Manassas. The umpireseNtht teams,
leaned four balks in the garne.The Ttgers gave little warn-
,Two were charged to losing with the re-decorating activi-lorite 29 kennels will be back
ing cf the seventh inning erup.i
Oen against league - i• adi e
ipitcher Joe Staples and a pair ties moving around under su-lat Southland for this racing- were against Eubanks. pervision of J. W. Hasicon
 season.
Csuglass. It appeared the Bed CLIPS BERTRAND srack superintendent.Devils and Soutnoaw Jam( Some of the kennels expect-In a game cut short by dark- c. J. Upton, president, an- ed back this summer are
Eubanks would coast to a 5-0 
ness. Douglass clipped Fattier flounces tnat many new int- Henry Hartley, Mike Castel-
wnitewashing and gain r. •- Bertrand, 8-1, with the aid ef provemems for the track and l lani, Circus City, kennels;
verve for an earlier lickirg, a five-run. first inning hoinbs especially in the air-condi- Darts), Henry, Helen Herring, -
he only blemish on Douelass ing that drove starter Hubert Ironed level, that will give W. L. Kirkpatrick, Mrs. C.
recurd, which was dished ous m. 
oi ,cse to cover. Jrcattes 'sate this racing fans top comfort M. Lillie, Kenneth Marsh, C.
by Manassas thrJe weeks • sit
')• continued his hot clubbing of is in store for this ultra-mod- E. Mullen, Frank Schloupe,
••Sam McDowell led the sex'- -shensierbolt pitchers by bine- ern racing plant, one of the Dock Shockley, Gene Steele,
enth off with the figers' third ing out a pale of doubles. The,Imest in the country and the.Sr„ Paul Sutherland, Tom
hit. The much talked about. third seeker's lin. shot in thelmid-south for a Greyhound Sweeney Fred Whitehand, L.
be.k, an error and a base oi, first was ruled a double but not racing plant. The program atIM. Kirkpatrick, Jesse Willi-until the tumpires deliberated Southland will continue for ants, Bellow Kennels; R. M.and decided the ball went 100 racing nights; and the White, T. Snell Johnson, Leounder the fence. Tate had a•matinee programs will be run F. Harmon, Fred Hill, Blairhomer and a two base hit in on Saturday afternoons at Brothers, Charles Todd, MusicWin Track Meet Bertrand.the team's firs encounter with
Alcorn Braves
At Lorman
on June 21, and work is al-I
ready progressing on the mil-
lion and a half dollar planti
the h.stury of Southland
Greyhound racing in the his
tory of Southland Greyhound
palls, and many of the fey
and Spradling, R. E. "Bob"The steady increase of Thomas, and Oscar Black.Hoyle McCtillv had a perfect Southland Greyhound park Other kennels are also ex-day with three across the to a high position in Grey- pected to insure the best inboard. The rangy first baseman hound racing has been one ofThe Alcorn Braves, thin clad, had three hits and scored great interest to racing fansthrice. Centerfielder nee TH,- throughout, and Southland'Sloshed through the muck and lor added to the attack with has led in summer Grey-Mire of a rain soaked Hender-i
eon Stadium here at Lorman two hits hound races in mutuel handleNO HIT JOB 
. and attendance,ass., to capture their fifth 
Lefty Wilburn pitched the. Southland, the summer home re
-surfacing of the parking
Alcorn Relays championship
first no-hitter of the season of Greyhound Champions, will lot, is in store for the 1963
grown in the six years of the
,when Washinetnn blanked Les- again enjoy some of the [season.meet's existence. ter, 6-0. The Warriors, havingThe Braves won seven out 
,their troubles this sear. dris13 events and took six see- ped their next two games toOnds to out-distance their near- 
at rivals, Mississippi Vocation- when it started raining in a
Manasses end Melrose Leading ,
al College 63 to 41 MVC had'game with Melrose. .Lester nip-three first and five seconds.ped. Carver 3-2, the next time,Jackson State College occupied cut with the winning reh ten'the third slot with 15 Points lying on Charles Bowers' sixth'and Tougaloo followed with 13. frame sin gle Her-ninon took
Stellar performances were over second place with two tri-
turned in bY Brave sophomores, umnhs 'Fie+ week The Wildeats(
Willie McCoy and Joe Robin- bumped Carver, 7-3, and Bet- 1
son. McCoy, who last week took'trand. 9.5 Meiroes, goose egged
3.3 seconds off the Pelican Re- Manassas 3-0.
.
lays 880 yard record, winning School W 1.. Pct.
the event in 1:54.0, won the Douglass 8 1 .889
mile run, anchored the 2 mile Hamiltee
relay team to victory with a Manassas
stirring come-from-behind duel melee,
with MVC's Horace Buckley, Bertrand
ran a leg on the winning mile rerver
relay team, and placed third Washington
in the javelin. Lester
Gr eyhound competition.
Southland will have some 900
Greyhounds according to rac-
ing secretary, Paul Hartwell.
Additional parking area, re-
cently acquired and complete
ccelerates Its
Off -Campus Activity
FAST MAN AT LeMOYNE — Milton Mack, an advancedfreshman at LeMoyne, stands a good chance of winningthe 440-lard run this Saturday, May 4, at the ArkansasAM&N College Relays in Pine Bluff. Mack, who halls fromBooker T. Washington High School, won the 440 a coupleof weeks ago in the Alabama State Relays at Montgomery.He ran against men from 13 other colleges In the Alabamameet.
Milton Mack Favored
In Arkansas Relays
Coach Jerry C, Johnson,
takes LeMoyne's track team to
Pine Bluff this Friday for th.:
440 yard run — Milton
M•i-lc and Malt Wilson.
800 yard run — Jeremy
Elt-et• and Joseph Bowon•
SPORTS
HORIZON
TRACK MEET DELAYED Howard also anchors a :fay-
The Region Three track iored mile relay team, bUt
championships, rained out by fresh Manassas quartet couldlast Saturday morning's hard spring an upset. The 440 relaydownpour, were reset for this points were reserved for thepast tuesday night at Melrose Melrose combine. A real raceStadium. The Hardeman Coun• could develop in the sprintty squad from liolivar had at medley between Lester : andready arrived and could only Washington.
sit on the packed bus and hope' The Warriors were nippedfor a let-up of the rain drops near the finish in the district.which never came. Lester strong man CharlesAction was expected to find Humphreys made his bid forDistrict One champ Booker T. a double
Washington and surprising Ma- 
dtstttsthyrioc,A toryHien sths ottphu andet t tty
nassas, fighting off the rest of champ in those field esients,the field for top honors. Dis- but beat Washington's ; Lentrict Three winner Frazier, had Ward by only inches when.hathnine to qualify for the region- threw the discus over the 'st'ateals with the Shelby County record. The winning toss.. wastitlist, Mitchell Road, eegister- 14-; f,„/ , e mese,
ing nine also. Barrens Chapel JUNIOR HIGH WIND-UPof Arlington, second in its dis- The Bluff_City Junior Hightrict to Mitchell Road, led all League, in its infant season, isteams with II thincladers. : making plans for comoletirns its
BETTER TIMES RECORDED first full reale sports schedule
Washington and Manassas with the track
 ehemPt°41/tPsbwere placed as favorites on the 
cw
 eden plsiIde v tat 
and
 
Me 1 r o ise tainu9dodavy
strength of the better times
heights and distances that
— The baseball play-offs are
slated for next week en thetheir contingents have posted ' home fields of the two dititrictthis season. 
winners.Ma nnassas was counting Porter continues to dominateheavily on points that could be 
chalked up by Willie Owens District One in baseball andtrack. In District Two, the cont-end Willie Hurd for an upset.[
Owens was favored in the pole Petition is a little more eveflly
vault but was expecting divided with Lincoln and 4s-
in the broad jump. ter showing the waif on • th•
cinderOwens won both events in the .  ovals and Douglass ' AM
i•ity meet. Washington's fine Corry deadlocked in beset/41.
take the broad jump, an event T int:Hfr
snrinter, J. W. Brown, couni AWARDS BANQUET
he drooped to Owens 90 feet,' Tonight (Wednesday) in :the
63/4
 inches to 20 feet, 6 inches.lUnivereel Life Insurance dotn-However. stiould . ONVer,S falter ipany dining room, plaxers,
in the latter contest, he could cot aches, parents, administra-
d nth r 'ele n-e y e gMile — Jeremy Greer and scoreINLIF ••
q 1 .7sn chiding liberal arts and teach- with diplomats, civic leaders unreeled Saturday, May 4. 
jump. ' nected with the prep letigue011ie Her-s. 
8 4 .667 er education, 
Brownexpecd 
 again will eerie, the,haekethen erograms. will. he
c a .aesr It recently began a program them gain perspectives on Milton Mack, an advanced .e.,st J ss h sk' 
Two mile — LeRoy Payne3 7 .300 of training unemployed and un- issues involvedon the ubjectWarriors' hopes on his churn- honored at the Annual Awardsfreshman I r ° m
 Booker T.' 890 -yard relay 
— Ralph
1 7 .100 deremployed workers under "Our Government in World Washington High School, who sse-kysoo, eiseo,,y., Bseestom meet's only double
nit feet. Brown could be the bsequet enonsoeed be R.' C.
.
2 9 .200 the Manpower Development Affairs." Iv/on the 44 I it Moniaom-i v 
the
wiininn er i ColaTh 
The 
and maleedh i 1ohnne
 
Beverages.m c;.-.;,tn.2 9 .181 and Training Act of 1962. Those The staff of the Summer Ins- during the Alabama State Col- Charles Gammon and Solo- 
with exnected victories
1100 and 220- yard dashes. don who led Tennessee A&I
--- enrolled attend classes for six titute in Biology at Jackson legt Releye in which 14 learns; Brown, a SUrnriaill. diseoverv State to an unpreeedented
hours a night, five nights a.State is confronted with select- competed. Mack also teams up ,,n0,,niceoimoile,tyo.rlepinaly,, — Whitney
among the unheralded before three consecutive NAIA eiige
week. ing applicants from the 502 who in the mile relay. jah Wilson and MilGtorneeMLacirki.1.: the season vot underwav, hntitles in 1957, '58 and '59. Will
About 16 persons are now I have registered for the pro- l LeMoyne men scheduled to 
,one conspicious flaw n his be the guest speaker. McLen-
enrolled. The most up-to-date 'gram which starts in June. On- 
mee,participate in the Arka 
1 wo mile relay — LeRoy i
That is slow starts off don, the first Negro nrofession-
machinery for this type of ly 30 can be accepted, and ap-' Payne, Solomon Holley, JosepOtYIP'meet are: Bowen end Allen Walk.
SECURITY RAMBLER
NO CASH NEEDED ****A
56 OLDS, Super 88, 4-dr. Hardtop, Shurp... • $395
'57 OLDS, Factory Air Cond., 4-dr. Sedan,Full Power und Hydromatic. .. s795
'54 CHEV., Bel-Air, 4-dr., Power Glide,R &ft, Sharp. 
 '1195
A'62 RAMB., 5,Tibonossuitiodmote‘5,,e. dAenieSrotiltdiciiiieBuoyye. t. s2595
'58 VOLKSWAGEN, Sliding Roof, itt & H; Nice. 5995
'62 RAMB 2. dr., with R &Ii; Prettybite Finish, 
 
 s1392
Special 4• dr.; Automatic, R&H;
Power Steering, Sharp.  ---- $695'58 BUICK,
'57 CAD.,
'58 PONT.,
'60 FORD,
'59 RAMB.,
'59 BUICK,
Coneerrible, Like-New•Condition...$1195
4-dr., Hardtop, Landed With
Extras 
 s895
Gel rio, 4 • dr.. Hardtop; limnaculate1295
inside and Out. 
.
4-dr., V8, Automatic; Factory 
 s995Air Conditioned.
4-dr., Hardtop; Autoniatic; R &H; 1295
Power Steering and Brakes 
SECURITY
RAMBLER
675 UNION OPEN NITES JA 5.•6397
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Jackson State college in
Jackson, Miss., recently ac-
celerated its already very ac-
tive off-campus work. That is
work not directly under the
regular college curriculum, in-
work is being' installed in the
college's Industrial Arts de-
partment. The next training
period starts in June.
Four high school students are
to go to Cklicago, New York,
and Washington. D. C., for
week-long seminars on Jack-
son State college's CEEP —
'Continuing Education Enrich-
NORTH MEMPHIS LOAN COMPANY
Serving Memphis Since 1926
Licensed Pawnbroket
Lee Karnowsky Mose Karnowsky
In Our New Location After April 1, 1963
6i6 Poplar Al Hamlin
Memphis First Drive-In Pawn Shop
MONEY TO LOAN
Phone 526-2964
Big Enough to Serve - Small Enough to Appreciate
• Memphis Finest Pawn Shop
SARAH'S GRILL
1285 THOMAS STREET
WE SPECIALIZE IN THE FAMOUS SOUTHERN
FRIED CHICKEN & CHOICE STEAKS
PLATE LUNCH 78 CENTS
GOOD HOME-COOKED FOOD FRESH DAILY
THE BLUE ROOM & GRILL COMPLETELY
AIR CONDITIONED
OUR SERVICE IS ALWAYS WITH A
COURTEOUS SMILE
PHONES
275-9134 — WH 8-4015
Culpepper's
CHICKEN SHACK
Bar-B-Cue King Of
The South
Fried Chicken & Fish
Pies & Doughnuts
204 Hernando 1664 Kansas
•
24-hour non-credit course for
key punch operators designed
to present the basic processes
of operating the IBM key punch
machine.
For information on the sub-
or information on the sub-
ject write Mr. B. E. Lee, Di-
rector IBM Computer Sys-Cen-
ter, Jackston State College,
Jackson, Miss.
piicatmons nave come in irom 
I e
43 states. 100-yard dash — AnInh Broad jump— 011ie Harris'renuis ordinator of athletic( ndites for good sprinters. iJackson and Charles Gam- and William Faulkner. In the century dash, Brown health and physical education
Jackson State is offering a 
f F ki Bi f Ml!aces rane rgance oe-Javelin — William Faulkner. let Tennessee Mel State Lini-rose who beat his faster team-
,versity.mate. Willie Dawson. with al._
'jet-like start to qualify for thel
regionals. Dawson is in the
220-yard-da.4m
HOWARD-DUCKETT BATTLE
Eddie Howard of Hamilton,
about the best quartermiler ini
this area, and practically con-
ceded a victory in that event,
was expected to find rough go-
ings once again in his attempt
to parlay the tough 440 with
the 880-yard run. City winner
Joe Duckett of Manassas and
an entrant from George Ellis
of Mumford were expected to
be the long striding Howard's
Record Hampton Budget
HAMPTON, Va. — Hamp-
ton Institute's board of trus-
tees adopted a 1963-64 budget
of $3,900,000, the largest in
history, after an eight-hour
session on the campus. This
represents an increase of
$600,000 over the current
year.
ment Project.
TO MET DIPLOMATS
Two of the students are from
Lanier High in Jackson, one
from Temple in Vicksburg and
one from Brinkley in Jackson.
The youngsters will meet
S
• 5
• 3100 Summer at Baltic a
ow•saimsommemiumnsissaaaasomar
ips•amm•a•mmaammtasa•maaania•
• 'I - MINUTE AUTOMATIC •
• Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
CAR WASH
 $ E•
•
Sat. or Sun. 91.75 
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
• 
Monday
• 
•
IN Sun, Open 8 A.M. to 2 P thru •
• 
 Friday a
•
•
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
NO MONEY DOWN
1955 BUICK  $39.90 Per month
1956 FORD $42.90 per month
1958 CHEVORLET $49.00 per month
1951 FORD 
 $17.00 per month
1962 FAIRLANE $62.77 per month
See Me PHIL PHILLIP
HERFF MOTOR CO.
295 UNION AVE. JA 5-4433
Poplar C3--)
---- Tunes
30E3 POPLAR AVENUE
/(en04r:i'
1//r/ 6.1xitidee ,Wecad ,9%,qt
Arkanses ANI&N Relevs to be
-To Observe Youth
At Mt. Pisgah Church
Annual Youth Day has been
planned at Mt. Pisagah CME
Church, 29900 Park ave., for
Sunday, April 28, starting with
Sunday School at 9 a.m. Theme
for the celebration will be "The,
Youth's Role In A Changing
Society." The featured speech
AIRMAN BASIC
in the morning at 10:45 will be
Airman Basic Charlie Patter
delivered by Rev. M. L. Tol- I Patterson ef 872 Palmers alley, chief obstacles.
set 
f or 4rt.
Vesper services have been Memphis. has been selected for
.
p.m., followed by a training as an air policeman
panel discussion I following his basic training at
Publicity chairman is AubreyiLackiand, AM% Texas. lie at-
Crenshaw. Mrs. L. C. SuttlesItended Carver High school be-la advisor to the youth. ' for his enlistment,
son, son of Mr, and Mrs. Robert
LEE
TIRES TIRE SALE
Discounts Up To 40%
No Money Down
12 Months To Pay
815 East E. H. Crump Blvd.
Phone 525-4446
LYNN MOTORS
215 No. Cleveland Street
USED CARS
Quality Cars At Fair Prices
CLEAN 81 SHARP
OPEN EVERY HITE
1959 THUNDERBIRD
Full Power Solid Gold $1895"
1957 CADILLAC $129500
Coupe De Ville 2 Door Hardtop
Pink & Pretty Factory Air. Full , Power
1960 IMPALA $1595"Four Dr. Hard Top Power Steer
Power Brakes • Equipped • Ivory
1956 CHEVROLET
2•Door Hard Top Turquoise & Ivory
Equipped
$79500
&lair
Auto Sales
2.177 SOUTH
THIRD STREET
ELY AND SLLL CLEAN
USW CARS
EASY TERMS
Ost,FFoICN WH 8-6443
MEMPHIS 9, TENNESSEE
HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE 726 E. McLEMORE .
WH 8-8121
FACTORY AUTHORIZED —
Call Us On All Your
Small and Large
Appliances
OUR
WORK
IS
GUARANTEED
ALSO 
4569:
SUMMER
MU 5-8241
HOLLAND
APPLIANCE CO.
Mrs. Odessa 1. Grady
Sales Lady and Receptionist for McDaniels
Furniture and Appliance Company says, "I am
happy to invite you to visit us and to give me
the opportunity of supplying your furniture and
appliance needs."
This week McDaniel's weekly
special consist of One House
Full of furniture for
only $7.00 per week
Buy this group and get a NICE
CLEAN USED AUTOMOBILE FREE
"Walk In And Drive Out"
Mc Daniels Furniture & Appliance Co.
117 So. Parkway East WH 6-1667
the block s, the first of the al coach, is currently the .co-
PHONE 526-9391 Phone JA. 5-6348
PHONE
BRoadway 6-4621
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PLAN MARRIAGE - This is a section of a sociology class
at LeMoyne College that is planning a marriage clinic on
the campus May 6-8-10. Consultants will be Mesdames
Loretta Kateo and Tillie Whalum, both of Family Service.
Left to right: Brodie Clayton, Willie Mae Simpson, Matta-
Humboldt, Tenn.
The Stigall High School family from Memphis came
Rand attended the Band Fes- for a happy get-to-gether with'
itval and Work Shop at Lane t.tirr family.
College Saturday April 20,1 Miss Edith Mathis came for
a brief visit with the Webb
family and brought Mrs. He-
len Smith of Dyersburg with
her.
DEBETTE CONTEST
The interest is high among
the sponsors of the Little Mis,
Debette Contest sponsored by
the Board of Directors of the
, 1
1963. Tne Festival and Work
Sitop was under the direction
of. the band director of Lane
college. The Band won second '
place Trophy for its perform-
ance. Glenn Waldon is the
director of Stigall's Band.
Dr. and Mrs. Brodnax and
family of Chicago paid a
short visit to Humboldt to
bring their children Seena
Louise and Junius for a
week's visit with the Vances.
Seena's girl friend Alene
Thuesdee is with them. She
is a neighbor of the Brodnax-
es in Chicago. The Brodnax
SERSEA MCDONALD
JACKIE JONES
Gillespie Kindergarten. The
contest closes Sunday, May
I19. 1
Among the young contes-
tants are Diane Beard, three-
year-old daughter of Mr. and.
'Mrs. Frank Beard, being
J.07-4
•
lyn McKinney, Doris Ann Porterfield, Gwendolyn Jones,
Isabelle H111, Bettye Moore, Kathryn Patton, Lorraine
Berkley, Goldie Mae Parks, Iola Walton, Georgette Mc-
Kinney and, standing, Elizabeth Lacy, secretary of the
Planning committee.
DIANE BEARD
Well Drillers
4- Bill Passed
Commissioner of Conserva-
tion, Donald M. McSween, and
director of water resources, Ra-
leigh W. Robinson, announce
the passage of Senate Bill No
575 by the General Assembly.
This bill provides for the licens-
ing of well drillers, and directs
them to submit logs of their
'wells to the Division of Water
Resources of the Department of
Conservation.
The new law will provide the
State with much needed basic
data, which it could not other-
wise obtain, enabling State
hydrologists to be of more
service to the public. It is esti-
mated that 10,000 wells are
drilled or redrilled in Tennes-
see every year.
The office of the State Divi-
sion of Water Resources is 201
Cordell Hull Building, Nash-
ville.
Drive Nets Voters
AUGUSTA, Ga.-The NAA-
CP here reported this week
that 3,500 additional voters
have been registered duringTenn, Social Club its eight-week-old voter
campaign..stration To Meet May 19th ' • 
The Tennessee Social club
, was entertained with refresh-
' ments by the president, Mrs.,
Elizabeth Bailey of Driver st3 1
Cunningham.
Sersea Frances Donald is
being sponsored by her aunt,!
Mrs. Martha Lacey. Her par-
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Sam:.
uel Donald. -
Jacquelyn Laurette Jones,1
three and a half year old l
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie F. Jones, is being
sponsored by her grand-
mother, Mrs. Jennie M. Jones.
Hare Razin
BERLIN - (UPI) - Six
shots were fired in rapid se-
ries in Communist territory
near the U. S. sector-border
but West Berlin police said
it merely was an East Ger-
man game warden shooting
sponsored by Mrs. Lerlia rabbits.
during a regular meeting at her
home recently.
Devotion leader was Mrs. S.
L. Carter. Mrs. Jessie BrOwn,
vice president, presided.
The next meeting is set to
meet Sunday, May 19 at the,
home of Mrs. S. L. Carter,- 380-
D. Driver at.
LENORD WILLIAMS
HONORED
He was recently cited as the
"Aide Of The Year" at the
Tennessee Hospital and Insti-
tute. The award was presented
by the National Association of
Mental Health, Tuesday. He
lives at 758 Olympic st., withr
his wife and three daughters.
ABC
MAIDS
reg-
Guaranteed Job in New YorK
Transportation & Meals
Advanced
306 M & M BLDG MEMPHIS
JA 5-3131
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Cosh You Mo.
Get- Payments
$ 500.00 $ 12.90
$1 ,000.00 $ 23.70
$1,500.00 S 34.50
$2,000.00 $ 45.50
$2,500.00 5 56.20
$5,000.00 S110.82
Be Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
12 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
-It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank' 
The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
STUDIO -1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by
ERNEST WITHERS
319 BEALE STREET
i• W• Have Been In Busin•ss 1 5[Years, Becous• We Ar• Special'its In Our Hold.
ClEANER5
Ca HATT 1E2 S
151 Beale S.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"
M S. H BARBER SHOP
PAUL'S TAILORING COMPANY
afzitey a4tez
184 Beale Avenue Phone JA 5-0926
EXPERT TAILORING
2e4e,te 7e Smcva &mod 9o14t.44
N
ATHAIII'S fl
LONA ,6ICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALLI
176 111711 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
COLETTA'S
TAILORS
129 Beale
Tuxedo Rentals For
PROM- ANNIVERSARIES
WEDDINGS
COMPLETE ACCESSORIES
FORMAL BALLS
525-9395
 miosoMMIE
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE **AM
NO LOAN' TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
,114, LOANS CONFIDENT L JA 6-14.50
"11
SHOE STORE BEANIST
SPRING STYLE
SHOES FOR MEN
BLACK & WHITE
NYLON
ALLk3.,ATOR SHOES
Uncle Sam Says...
‘"e
MONEY TO LOAN:
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS - CAMERAS - DIAMONDS
RADIOS - JEWELRY - CLOTHING
UNCLE SAM'S PAWN SHOP
122 BEALE
FLOOR BROOMS
TH OOfrC,i$ r.)NLY
R•$e) a5,i • On. innt
0004 thri. epee. 22
COUPON SALE
SO FT. GARDEN
HOSE
Big Volu• Only as
SCHWAB'. ot such
Lew Price
Good that, April 22
CRIPON SALE
SARDINES
WITH COUP iN to4i
25
 
For
Cpood thru April 22
WITH COUPON
BERGAMOT
HAlk ANL. SLALI-
ONDITIONEW
CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STREET
MONEY LOANED ON
Articles of Value
Diamonds
Jewelry
Watches
Golf Clubs
Shotguns-Tools
Classified
 
Ads. .5
Apts. For Rent ,Help Wanted Houses For Sale
FURNISHED R04)51 WITH HALF.
bath.water & lights furnished Phone
Bit 5.7154.
NEWLY DECORATED TWO (room
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 666
8. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS, $25.00.
Water furolshed. Call BR 2-2115.
3
-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE. $40.00. CALL WH 641645 or
JA 6-2080. Mr. E. L. Young.
UNFURNISHED II-4115114
2 Igo. unfurn. rms. for rent
WTI 2-3937. call after 5 p.m.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
2 Ige unfurnished rooms for rent.
WH 2.3937. call •rter 5 p.m.
Business Services
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
that you would like installed wall
to wall or cleaned. Cail Rob Miller
for a free estimate. GL 8-0702.
COMPLIMENTARY
COMPLIMENTARY
Emma Barbee of the Barbee
Ranch, 109 Hornlake Road ga7e
birth to a beautiful brown and
white faced male colt, Tuesday
April 2, 1963 . . .
Furn. For Sale
ONE BOOK CASE, BED. COMPLETE
mattrean and spring, on. dr eeeee •
2 chest of drawer., one washing ma-
chine. One dinette pet. one sewing
machine CALL BR 02370. 2152
Piedmont St.
PRIVATE PARTY WOULD LIKE TO
admires a non* bar In fair condi-
tion. (all dArklitin 6-8397.
For Sale Misc.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 nr. Ellendale can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. GeOrg• MEN WANTEDGibbs. Jr. Make Up To 52.50 Per Hour
Contact or Call Mr. Hale. 948 0774.Part or full time. Mr. Hale, 11088. Lauderdale.
RAUSDALIC EMPLOY:Ay:NT
Lie. Beauty Operator to Wolk In
White Beauty Shop
/d•Id Comb 825 wk
Short Order Cook 624.1 up
Maids - Cook 
JA 5-4589
WOMAN DESIRES JOB AS MAID OR
baby sitter five days a week. Call:
UL S-4561
WOULD LINE RUSK A4 CuMMON
ironer or keep children.
Call. V,H 8-21b1,
Homeworkers Wanted:We will send you the complete namesand addresites of 5,0 Ll.O, firms that
-AN-UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the fvleinchis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE r)EFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tam.
GOOD MAN NEE511 WORK AS POR.ter or reataurant worker.
WH 6-0687
WHY?
kluy New Horne With Muddy Yard
We're Offering Maurice In New Condition
With ratablished Lawn - Fenced Back-
yard - 3 Bedroom. - Combination
Kitchen And Family .Room With Broken
Red Tile Floors. Separate Living Room
- Car port -- GL 8-5255 -- 398.7682
RAINES REALTY CO.
575 RAINES RD.
Instructions
PIANO, VOICE AND CHARM
cleans. Private or groups. Special
rat• to achool children. Z. Lois King.
ISIS South Parkway East, Pho.-
275-0435
wimummoren.mr 
Situation Wanted
EX PER I EN CE D BEAU'FICi.
wants lob its anampooer in
shop ot a. seamatres. JA 3-2064.
Keep children in home for working
mothers-by the clay, week. or month
Call FA 4.5166 for information.
Rev. and Mrs. L. W. Meyer,
Special Services
ROM EM (HIKERS WA N TED
We will send you the names and
addresses of 50 U.S. firms that UR-
GENTLY NEED HOMEWORKEKS for
only 25c postpaid! Rush your name,
address, and 25c today to Farmer 210
TS Fifth Ave. New York 10, N.Y.
Plano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
like new. Call BR 2.7644 for service
Only $1000
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK.CALL:
452.1831
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY ORBABY BITTING. CALL:
JA 5-7919
NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
work
-private home.
948-1273
PACKARD SHIRTS - TA 110R-g-AI-F)K
No else too large or too small
also
Call WH 
Mason, Orthoreut, and Chas. Chester MENIII
2-4513
Representative. 
Bruce N. Boyd, ST. Would like intellipliancesgent men. Exper. in ,
To sell ap and furniture. DEFENDERShoe
EXPERIENCED MAID, NURSE.Ironer. City references. 5 day. a
week. Jo 7-9043. TRI-STATE
CADILLACS - 55 hard top convertl
bles, power, air conditioned. Call JA 7-
8511. 5495 cash or term..
Help Wanted
MALE a FEMALE SAI.ES PERSONS
Desirable work for
PART TIME COLLEGE wrote:NTS
Tom Sawyer's Appliance Co.
618 E. McLemore Ph: WH 8-4337
WANTED
MAN WITH CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MUST RE A GO-GETTER
To deliver and men paper. weekly
Salary plus commission
New TH-State Publishing Company
236 South Wellington Street
GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN jobs.
$35-555 wk. are advanced. Mallory
Agency, 576 Merrick Rd., Lynbrook,
N. Y.
Find Loaded Civil
War Cannonball
CHARLESTON, S.C. -(UPI)
-A loaded Civil War cannon-
ball was found in an old housel
and taken to the U.S. Navy
base for safe detonation.
The construction crew re-
modeling the house on famed
Broad Street found the cen-
tury old cannon ball and call-
ed the Navy for demolition ex-
perts when they saw it was
loaded and the fuse was in
place. The ball was about six
!inches in diameter.
WHEN is NEED
A FRIEND TO SEE IS
MORRIS'
MONEY LOANED ON
TV. - RADIOS - SHOTGUNS
DIAMONDS - SUITS
WATCHES - TOOLS
STEREOS
AT
MORRIS'
LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST
selling. Must like people. Call FA 3-4551, 2259 Park Avenue.
The Goodyear Appliance & Furniture
Co.
GUARANTEED N.Y. LIVE-IN
Jobs. 535-255 wk Fare advanced
Mallory Agency $76 Merrick Rd.,
Lynbrook, N Y.
MALE a FEMALE SALF.f4 PERSONS ciAssiFIED
PART TIME COLLEGE STUDENTS
Tom Sawyer's Appliance Co.
Desirable work for
618 E. McLemore Ph: WH 8-4332
YARD WORK for MEN FOR us.of
HOUSE. Must have other Job.-Hotwe
work for wife 
--- Ph. EV 6-4818
Houses For Sale
1796 PATTRICK
NEAR HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
OWNER ASSUMES
41/2 percent V. A. Loan - 563.22 Monthly
Notes: Nothing Down. Or New FHA
Loan With $300 Down Plus Closing Cost.
NEW LOOK
3 Bedroom, Tile bath
-Fenced Backyard
GL 8-5255 Office 398-7682
TWO NICE HOMES
1,213 Dempster, Hardwood floors.
1263 Newark, 3 Bedrooms. Come
are. Easy Terms. Bill Winemiller.
CARTER REALTY CO.
GL 8-5666 3294 Poplar FA 7-5360
417 SO. PARKI-VAI4T
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
CHARMING 7 ROOM BRICK
Price Reduord to $11.250.00
5350.00 CASH, PLUS CLOSING
H. W. FLOORS, RED GUM TRIMMrs. L. Fitter - BR 5.49014
LARKIN-GOWAN. INC. BR 5-8174
NICE HOME FOR RENT
3 LARGE ROOMS 
- HALF BATH.
retired or settled couple. Near mow
lar bus line. Stove FURNISHED.
BR 2-3237
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER
1267 Worthington St.
3 Bedroom Brick, Call BR 4-4203
for appointment.
YES
THIS
SPACE IS
FOR
AN
ADVERTISER
r CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
- • -
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SIIE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the hlissis
sippi Stale Line, MAI/AM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to slay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourage
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would rend an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MAI/AM HELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is '2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. Ile sure to look for the It ED BRICK ,
1101 SE and you'll find her there at all times. (She'
Catch yellow bus maiked Whilehaven Slate 1,Int
and get off at Slate Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
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